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We Favor Clement
(An Editorial)

D. K. Rogers Enters

16,000 Join Meredith
As March Climaxes

Constable Race

At a meeting of friends and
The candidates in the State of he has shown this during his
supporters in the Boxtown area
Tennessee for both State posi- term as Governor.
of South Shelby County, D.K.
tions and local positions have Situations like Clinton, Tennes- Rogers, 46, announced that he
one thing in common — all of see deserve mentioning because will be a candidate for constable
them have pledged to defend it was there that the senatorial in the 2nd civil district in the
the interest of the people. It is candidate took a stand, using general election, August 4th.
need for the people who seek his better judgement to do what
these state positions to possess was best for the people. All Mr. Rogers is employed at the
the ability to see and tower far were not satisfied, but this was Shelby County Court House and
is president of United Civic Leabeyond party and political levels to be expected.
gue, publicity chairman of the
to the human condition and
His accomplishments and in- Chickasaw
voice the aspiration of the comCouncil of the Boy
terests since he has been in
Scouts of America, South dismon people all over the State.
office are too numerous to mentrict.
Of paramount concern to the tion
at this time. But it can
people, during a most fascinabe inserted that since Mr. Cle- Rogers stated: "For many
ting 1966 campaign as this, is
ment has been in office, it years the position of constable
self-exami
a
nation, delving into is reported
that teachers' sala- has been an honorary one and
questions that involve what they
ries have more than doubled. Re- I would like to see it kept that
really believe about their past,
cently, he stated that "Our way. However, if called upon
about the future of a democrat- teachers
in Tennessee deserve by the local law enforcement
ic soviety, and about the kind
every penny we have been able agencies I would be pleased to
of men, on the state and local
to get them and even more". work with them in any manner
levels, they want to make their People's
ideologies change to preserve peace and order in
decisions both small and large
with the changing times. This district."
We at the Tri-State Defender holds true with Mr. Clement as Rogers and
his wife, the forhave pondered dilgently over well as with some of the other mer Louise
Nichols, and their
such a matter and have deci- candidates. During the launch- five
children live at 3508 Box4ed that the man whom we fa- ing of his senatorial campaign town
Road in South Shelby
vor to make decisions in a sen- he made the following propo- County.
They are members of
atorial position is Frank G. Cle- sals:
the Macedonia Baptist church.
ment, Goverriur of Tennessee.
Proposed an across-the-board
It must be admitted that we
increase in Social Sec
(TSD) along with the people of
urity benfits for 21 milTennessee, as it ,was once relion beneftaries now cm
marked concerning the Amerithe rolls.
•
can people during one of our
Recommend that congress
national elections, are beginning
enact legislation thati
"to show that we don't panic
would raise the current
easily or rush hither and yon
$600 income btax exto the sound of new drums."
emptions to $1,000. ti
Governor Clement has the inContinue his all-out suppor
terest of the people of the State
of the Tennessee valley Surrounded by the splendor of
at heart now as he seeks the
Authority.
hundreds of scientific exhibiposition of Junior Senator, and See AN EDITORIAL page 2
tions by multi-million dollar
firms, and the buzzing of scores
of technical discussions, an aged
Negro doctor mused about the
humanity of the American MedMrs. Thelma Davidson, an varied
community activities ical Association at its 115th annual convention in McCormick
indefatigable personality with and projects.
Place.
a drive and determination that When Sam Rutherfor
d, Execuaccomplishes many tasks is
Dr. LeRoy Dades, with 50
tive Director of Children's
"Our Woman of the Week,"
years
of practice in St. Louis
Bureau
learned that Mrs. DavidMrs. Davidson and her husband
Mo., appeared saddened that
son
was to be cited for her con- the officials and
operate Davidson's Grill which
over 9,000 phys
Is known as one of the better tributions he said, "Although icians in attendance had failrestaurants, but she does not Mrs. Davidson works with other ed to concentrate any effort
to
content herself to just work in projects, we at Children's solving "the special medical
family business, but rather Bureau like to think that she problems and situations in the
spreads herself out in many and
See WOMAN page 2
ghetto areas of our cities, where
programs such as medicare and
public health will be m
meaningful."

15c

by MARK STANSBURY

Negro Medic
Views AMA

'Inaction'

Woman In The News

HEADS TOGETHER — Three front rank
Mississippi March leaders put their heads
together in front of the Mississippi State

He noted that although t h e
convention paid particular attention to a program calling for
volunteer physicians to serve in
Viet Nam, no call was m a d•
"to battle the illnesses running
amid the poor, segregated sections
of
the
metropolitan
areas."

Capitol. James H. Meredith looks puzzled
while Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., in dark
glasses, chats with Whitney Young.

Angry Castalia Residents
Boycott Chinese Grocery

ney Young, Rev. and Mrs. Ralph
JACKSON, Miss. — The Abernathy Floyd McKissick, and
James Meredith Freedom mar- Stokely Carmichael.
chers set out from Tougaloo Col- Several Memphians were spotlege at 11:40 for the four and ted in the ranks; Dr. H. Ralph
one half hours 10 mile hike to Jackson, director of minimum
Jackson, Sunda y. Traveling salary for AME Church, 0.W.
down old U.S. 51 highway, the Pickett, businessman; Grover
marchers did not take the short- Cleveland Brown, Odell Kinnon,
est distance between two points. and Phyllis Ross.
Instead, they went around and
All along the route there were
about for two miles throught the shouts of "Black Power" Mr.
Negro communities recruiting Carmichael, the new 24 year.
others to join them,
old head of the Student Non.
Theextra miles of walking Violent Coordinating Commitproved to be a success. When tee and a Howard University
the marchers left their start- graduate tried to explain what
ing place the ranks were rela- he means by his term "Black
tively small in comparisqn with Power". He said Negroes must
the 16,000 that ended up on the get representation in cities and
Capitol grounds.
communities where they domi'
A half-mile down the higway nate.
the marchers were met by 50 The marchers carrying AmenJackson policepolice officers wearing can flags and wearing patriotic
riot helmets and tear gas ca- hats stretched down U.S. 51 for
nisters on their belts. As the more than a mile. No serious
line of march, passed more than incidents were reported along
line of march, passed more than the route. One young female
100 angry-lookimg whites booed marcher fainted after half the
and shouted at them.
journey. She was picked up by
James Meredith, complaining a local ambulance.
about a pain in his right leg, After the tired marchers
was advised by his doctors to reached the capitol they were
"to take it easy." He was rid- met by more than 500 state
ing in a yellow and black au- troopers and law enforcement
tomobile driven by an uniden- officers who protected both the
tified Memphian. The car, along marchers and
the
capitol
with other'automobiles, was or- grounds.
Idered out of the march by po- Rev. Andrew J. Young, a top
lice. After complaints by other aide to Dr. King presided. Whitmarch leaders, the cars were ney Young, director of the Napermitted to rejoin the proces- tional Urban League gave greetsion.
ings.
A Jackson police captain la- James Meredith, the man for
ter said that he did not know whom the march was named,
Meredith was in the automobile introduced his mother and told
and was only acting on orders the crowd tat "she is still mad
to direct traffic.
at me now for not letting her
Mr. Meredith was accompa- march." Mr. Meredith had innied in the auto by comedian tended that men do the marDick Gregory and Mrs. Lillian ching but eighty per cent were
Gregory, who are personal women.
friends of his. Also, in the cal Now, that 22 long, hot days
was Memphis Attorney A. W. of marching are over, more
Willis who represents the 1962 than four thousand Negroes
University of Mississippi gradu- have registered. Mr. Meredith
ate.
said his present plans are to
At the head of the march stay in Mississippi for at least
ranks were Dr. Martin Luther a week and help organize voter
King and his wife Coretta, Whit- registration.

Man In The News
By ERMA LAWS

played.
Dr. Peter Cooper, educator, He has devoted his life to LeAn aroused community in ment 5, said the child came
humanitarian, pnd humble ser- Moyne and is particularly inSouth Memphis has forced the home with the woman's finger- vant of mankind is the "Man terested in seeing that the colclosing of a Chinese-operated prints on her face. The neigh- in the News." Dr. Cooper is as lege remains a part of the comfamiliar to LeMoyne College munity so that the citizens even
grocery, after plate glass win- borhood
immediately rose up in and
When asked if the AMA snubthis community as a land- though they are not students
dows were smashed in the store. protest.
bing of the problem was due te
of the college feel that they are
mark on the campus.
Pickets have pinpointed the es- At
a mass meeting held FriIgnorance, Dr. Dades said it was
The unassuming Dr. Cooper part of it. He says the function
tablishment. And a general boy- day
night at the St. James Bap- who
a combination of the AMA knowlistens to the problems of of a college is to help the cicott has been maintained.
tist Church, located almost next
ing the situation, but not being
the
students with an interest tizens of the community as well
The situation developed at the door to the
C & K Market, Rev. that one
overly interested, and "the fact
knows to be genuine as its students.
C de K Supermarket. located in Leslie
Wooten, pastor, told a came
many physicians are primarily
to
so-called
Village Green packed
LeMoyne College twen- Dr. Cooper advocates the open
the
interested in the buck — an
audience that incidents ty-five
years ago from Tallade- door policy striving to keep the
area, at the corner of LaPalo- like the
the buck isn't hi the ghetto."
slapping should not be ga
College where he had spent college from becoming an isoma and Hears sts. It was touch- tolerated. Other
speakers joined thirteen years
ed off when a Chinese woman him in declaring
teaching. The lated island.
Recalling his own experiences,
that something Chairman of
allegedly slapped a five-year should be
the Social Science "Our Man in the News" pracDr. Dades said he had been a
done about it. Boy- Division of
PIES. THELMA DAVIDSON seen in front of the agency practicing physician for 30
the college, is a tices what he teaches. He is
old Negro child. The parents of cotting of the
store was the most very
AND DIRECTOR of Children's which is a pet project of Mrs. years before the AMA opened
difficult subject to inter- often seen going from door to
the child. Mr. and Mrs. William generally
accepted technique. view in that
Bureau Sam Rutherford are Davidson's.
its doors to Ihm.
he turns all the door in the LeMoyne Gardens
Harper of 1805 Keltner, Apart- Others pointed
out, amid the ap- attention
SGT. EDWIN C. ROLLINS
from
himself, placing and other neighborhoods which
plause of the audience, that
all he emphasis on the college surround the college, recruiting
Chinese and white merchants
and the role it plays in the citizens to register. A member
who have placed their establishcommunity without giving him- of the 14th Ward Civic Club, he
ments in predgminantly Negro
self credit for the part he has
See MAN page 2
communities Aolrike. Castalia
Heights, where the C & K Market is located, have shown an
arrogance and contempt which
their Negro customers should
Bitterness edged into the voice home as a civilian, he joined the not
accept.
of aging Clinton Rollins as he U.S. Marines.
The temper of the audience at
sat in his small but neat living- He was completing his second the Friday
mass meeting was
room at 1393 Nicholas street,
that the C & K Market and simitour
of
duty
with
Marine's,
the
Marine
late
about
his
and talked
wheer he attained the rank of lar establishments in the area
Sergeant son, Edwin Rollins.
Sergeant,
in one of the tradi- will "have to go." Mention was
Sergeant Rollins was killed in
tionally toughest combat made of the poor quality of food
combat in Viet Nam last week.
branches of the American arm- sold, of the failure to employ
His father, flanked by several ed forces.
Negroes, and of the filthy and
of his daughters and other chil- The
senior Rollins let the bit- uninviting appearance of many
dren, pointed out that U.S.
terness creep into his voice as stores in the area. Particular
Marine 'Sergeant Rollins had eshe spoke of deceased 37-year- y noticeable was the attitude
tablished something of a record
old son, when he was asked why of many of the Negro house
in the armed services of the the sergeant
had served with so wives present at the mass meet
United States. He left Manassas
many branches of the armed ing. They were the leaders of
High School after passing to the
forces. Mr. Rollins said, "Well, the applause when criticism was
twelfth grade, to join the U.S.
there was little else for him to leveled at the type of goods and
Navy. After an honorable disdo. He left school in the twelfth services they were offered at
charge from this branch of servgrade because he wanted to help the C & K and similar stores in
ice, he joined the U.S. Regular out with
Clement, who is seeking a seat in the U.S
CLEMENT SUPPORTERS TRAVEL —This
the family. When he the community.
Army. He experienced combat
Senate. They represented the Memphis and
group of Memphians recently traveled to
joined the Navy, he was mean- Among the interested memin Korea. He was honorably
DR. COOPER DISTRIBUTES LITERATURE on
Murfreesboro, Tennessee to cheer and
ing to help. When he would bers of the audience was Mr.
Shelby County Citizens for Clement at his
registradischarged from the Army in
tion
Jesse
and voting to some summer school students
Turner,
president
of
the
G.
Governor
Frank
kick-off
support
campaign
to
pledge their
.
at Lethe 1950's. After a brief stay at
See FATHER page 2
local branch of the NAACP.
Moyne College.

Father Shows Bitterness
Over Death Of Son

U.S. Senator ... Frank G. Clement

In '66
-„
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Woman

Man

!Arguments Close
In Trial Of Editor

Ed Gillock Seeks
Third House Term

(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
ENGENE, Ore. (UPI) — Pert
says he can not ask the students
"belongs to us."
Buchanan, University of
Annette
Mrs. Davidson, began work- to go out and seek people to
editor who refused
coed
Oregon
doing
without
ing with Children's Bureau as a register and vote
she interviewstudents
name
to
member of the Advisory Com- so himself. He is very proud of
narcotics story, w a s
a
for
ed
a
has
ward
mittee in 1958. She became the fact that his
County will receive described as having purged herchairman of the committee large turn out of voters on elec- Representative Edgar H.(Ed) Shelby
benefits from, their self of a contempt of cburt
shortly afterwards. In January tion days. Dr. Cooper's eyes Gillock has formally announced; greater
charge.
delegation.
large
third
of 1965, Mrs. Davidson be- lighted up when he talked about his intention to seek a
In closing arguments on a
consolidaRe-I
Bruce
the
of
at
advocates
House
voters
of
State
line
Board
the
He
the
long
in
term
of
the
member
came a
trial before Lane
non-jury
-county
city
all
He
seeks
or
he
campus.
presentatives. The seat
tion of some
of Directors o f Children's Hall on the college
Judge Edward
Circuit
County
Bureau. She is also a member of encourages his students t o will afford representation of offices, especially of Juvenile
counsel for the softthe
Leavy,
tax
the
save
canvass
to
order
I
Court, in
District 7.
the Program and Social prac- speak in churches, and
spoken 20-year-old brunette detices committee of the bureau. the neighborhoods to get voters. Mr. Gillock, an attorney, his payers' money. Increased funds
clared:
University
students
State
the
Memphis
organized
of
He has
The Advisory Committee
wife, and six children reside for
"She has been purged by her
Tennessee
and the University of
which she is chairman provides as an "unofficial registration at 2563 Capewood Drive.
here and her stateappearance
imgreat
of
poll
be
as
serve
to
continue
They
children
the
will
of
reneeds
committee."
special
for
Mr. Gillock stated that if
she promised to
that
ments
junior
a
will
voters
as
such as graduation rings, caps watchers, telephone the
elected he will work diligently portance to him,
secret . .. her
and gowns, birthday gifts and in the precinct reminding them for a unity or majority rule oft college located in the Frayer keep her sources
bond."
her
been
has
word
often
and
other things which the agency to get out and vote,
the Shelby Delegation so that area.
can not buy out of the budget. baby sit so that the voters can
Our "Woman of the Week" is go to the polls.
a member of the Board of Di- Dr. Cooper teaches Econo-I
rectors of Good Neighbor Youth mics at LeMoyne College and
Foundation which operated the is a philanthropist in his own
Go o d Neighbor Foundation right. He has given property
Shelter Home. She is a mem- to the college and serves for
ber of Alpha Beta Chapter of very little pay and often gives
year old Negro child, angry residents Alpha Phi Chi Sorority, an or- financial aid to worthy students.
WINDOWS BROKEN — This is C-K Supersmashed the plate glass windows. After ganization for Business and Pro- This we learned from reliable
market, located in the Village tureen area
photo was taken the store was boarded-up fessional Women. She serves on sources who advised us that our
of the Castalia community. Last week it
the National Board of this subject would never tell us anyand residents are boycotting.
was the scene of neighborhood pickets.
sorority
which sponsors a na- thing about himself, which we
(Mark Stansbury Photo)
After the owner reportedly slapped a fivetional scholarship fund for stu- found to be quite true.
dents majoring in Special Edu- Dr. Peter Cooper, an integrationist before integration becation.
Mrs. Davidson is co-chairman came fashionable has spent a
of Child Development Program total of thirty-eight years in two
(Continued from page 1)
of Day Care Federation. This United Negro Colleges, TalladeTennessee have become wary of
(Continued from page i
negativism and cynicism as inagency operates Day Care Cen- ga College in Talladega, AlabaSupport appropriations to gredients for the making of our come home, he could see that ters at LeMoyne Gardens and ma, and LeMoyne College,
provide the best care state's future. Therefore, we there was little opportunity for Metropolitan Baptist church. Memphis. A native of Passaic,
for patients in Tennes,urge support for a man void oi him as a civilian. I didn't want She is a member of the Board New Jersey, he holds an A.B.
negativism and cynicism, and
the YMCA and degree and the Ph.D. degree
see's Veterans ,Admin- dedicated to the cause of im- my son to dig ditches as I had to of Directors of
is a volunteer worker for SUN. from American University.
he
When
living.
a
make
istration hospitals.
proving conditions in Tennessee. do to
Army in
served with the
Work for legislation that As it can be seen, his goal
One Big Week!
Korea, he came back to find
o
a
F;
k
would provide a mins has been defined, his responsi- that the free education that was
aphis
and
are
fixed,
bilities
2
Sat.June
Starts
large
imum w age
promised to soldiers like himenough in order for the proaches are before the people self was not available to him.
lowest paid worker in for their acceptance or rejection. Ile was told that the classes he
GIANT HOLIDAY ATTRACTIONS !
the State of Tennesse We need the assurance that he wanted had been discontinued.;
to have and income on has offered us that when a Se So, then he joined the Marines.:
which he can adequate. from Tennessee takes the Senate He was disgusted with the closly provide for his needs floor, -four million Tennesseans ed ddors he met in civilian life.
and those he support. rise with him."
He chose the military, where he
could feel he was making some
profound]
of
these
Not only are
If opportunity had
headway.
ARMY BASE TOUR
concern to him, but he believes
been opened to him in civilian
that in order for conditions to
improve there must be coopera- ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. — life between the times he was
tion on the part of etiery citi- (UPI) — Showgirl Betty Jo Al- in the armed services, chances
—PLUS
zen. Brotherhood must be ex- vis has turned thumbs down on are.he would be alive today."
emplified. He plans "to contincontract of- Marine sergeant Rollins was
ue to spread goodwill and pro- a $50.000 burlesque
the 27th combat casualty of
mote first class citizenship for fer. Instead, she's going on a Vietnam war coming from
everybody."
12-week tour of army bases.
Memphis and Shelby County.
His body is expected to arrive
A sincere politician should be Al Baker Jr., owner of a loin Memphis within the next five
concerned about human destiny cal burlesque house, said Miss
PIONEER
and he should have exciting Alvis may accept the offer after days.
ideas about making a new and her army tour.
The last time he was in
better Tennessee. These are
the
show- Memphis was following
brunette
120-pound
The
characteristic of Frank G. Clein
of
mother
1964.
death
his
He
35-=
girl from Indianapolis —
ment.
Lb. Box
35 — is currently appearing in would have been home last Fall,
but got only as far as 29 Palms,
We feel that the people of a New York night club.
California, when he was shipped
SUPER KING SIZE
back to Viet Nam. He only had
time to call his family from the
California city.

HOGUE & KNOTT
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . . .

An Editorial
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10 Lb. Bag
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Bag
COKES Limit 1
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Carton
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Miss M. Y. BROOKS

Rooks To Wed Brooks

POTATOES

"- Rev. and Mrs. Phillip E.imany educational and civic
Brooks. Sr, of 384 Edith ave.!organizations.
announce the engagement of Mr. Hooks served in the Arm.
their • daughter, Miss
Mose ed Services and is presently a
Yvonne Brooks to Mr. Robert teacher at Manassas High
Britton Hooks, III.
school.
Mr. Hooks is the son of Mrs.
Estelle Shamble y of Chicago,
III. and Mrs. Robert B. Hooks,
Jr.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Addie Brooks
and the late Rev. J. B. Brooks
of Jackson, Tennessee and the
?ate Mr. and Mrs. Most Thomp/on of Jackson, Tennessee.
• Miss Brooks received her B.
Rarehouses in all leading U.S. Cities
100% HUMAN HAIR
A. degree in Modern Foreign
WIGS AT WHdLESALE PRICES
Languages from Fisk university; the M. A. degree in French
TO THE BUYING PUBLIC
from Columbia University in
done:
New York city and has
t
IGO% HUMAN
BUY DIRECT AND
post graduate study at
HAIR WIG
Colrad
State University.
SAVE UP TO
She is a member of Smothers
so; OR MORE
Chapel C.M.E. Church, where
her father is minister, a teachWE HAVE
er of French and Spanish at
Douglas High School, past presiEVERY COLOR
dent of the Memphis Alumnae
Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, and active in numerous
Educational and civic organi
Our Wigs Are...
oazits
SPECIAL
.
•Adiustable — Ventilated
Mr. Hooks, a native Memphian lathe grandson of
HAPOMADE WH1S
•Finest Workmanship.
the noted local phtographer,
$8500
Mrs. Robert B. Hooks, Sr. and
Mrs. Bessie Hooks.
$150.00 Volum.
The- prospective bridegroom
is a graduate of Tennessee
State university, and attended
Howard University Law School
in Washington. D. C. He is a
member of Greater Middle Baptist church, where his uncle
Rev. Benjamine Hooks is the
sainister. He also is active in
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14 NO. MAIN STREET
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Memphis Pastor's Son
Will Work In Africa

Gov. Clement Vows To
Uphold Civil Rights
by W. SENGSTACKE JR. Valley Authority; and give
Governor Frank Clement housewives adequate protection
vowed, before a crowd of morel in the market place as one of
then 3,000 to uphold the civil Americas most important conrights laws during his kick off sumers.
campaign in Murfreesboro Tenn Clemnet expended on his relast week.
1 marks on Vietnam. He said if
"Civil Rights are American,his sons were called they wouldRights... Should any American!not burn their draft cards but
be denied the right to sit oni take their place with the fightthe bench of an American court' ing men.
(this was in reference to his Members of the Shelby Counappointment of Judge Hooks) or ty Memphis delegation were
to equal employment including Emma H. Haul, Dorathy J.
the highway patrol" (recently Beardeu, Betty Edwards, PrisGov. Clement appointed several cilla Marr, Rev. Williamson,
Negros to positions on the High- his daughter Gwendolyn and his
way patrol).
wife Mrs. E. H. Willamson,
When elected ',Clement pro- Azalee Cannon, Rev. and Mrs.
posed to support appropriations,Small, Darrel Inorton, Marion
that would provide the best of McCall, Grand Master C. F.
care for older citizens; increase, Williams. Rev. Burdidge, Terry
social security benefits for
Harris, Emery L. Somerset,
million beneficiaries; give
Barbara A. Hart and R. J. Rodout support of the Tennessee dy.

Secrets,
laughs, thanks,
news, views,
plans, surprises,
smiles, styles,
giggles, dates,
cheers, tears,
favors, funnies, facts.
All by phone.

saUILY

"
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41 41P
:
phians joined some 16,000 "Meredith Marchers for Freedom last Sunday to participate
in the last 8 mile trek to the Mississippi
Capitol. James Meredith started out June
5 with only seven others. He was ambushed
in Hernando, Miss., by a Memphian and

her training
Memphian Ike Hentrel, Lane trict of the Christian Meth°. West Indies, after
Her
California.
Pasadena,
in
College senior and Miss Flo- fund raising project. "To Thee
June 26th.
training
began
on
junior
at
the
Tousant,
a
rine
We Sing."
She will serve a total of twentyJackson, Tenn. college, are
the Peace
participating in the "Crossroads Miss Shirley Bacon, 1966 Lane five manths wtih
basic
train
service
to
invited
to
been
Corps
has
graduate
Africa" project this summer.
with the Peace Corps and teachers and upgrade pre-school
train
Miss Tousant is assigned to
will be assigned to Jamaica, education in Jamacia.
Dahomey, Africa, and Hentrel
Nigeria,
Laos,'
is assigned to
Africa. They were engaged in
OPEN A CHARGE
RHIEALER
orientation training at Douglas
49
College, New Brunswick, N. V.
30 TO 6ODAY-EXTENDU
June 20th through 24th, wherel NORTH BAA1111
PLAN
each departed for the designs.'
526-3064
ted assignment.
Operation "Crossroads Africa" is a service project of the
of Lane College, advised by Dr.
C. D. Newbern. Funds for thel
project came from Lane College, the First Episcopal Dis-

Civil Rights leaders from around the country contimied ids march. At the bead of the
line as the column formed were 0. W
Kett, Dr. II,Ralph Jackson, G. C. Brown.
From Nashville was Rev. Andrew White.

ONE WEEK ONLY!
An ABSOLUTE
SENSATION!

eAny building I design will have
beauty and function, but always
with the human touch...
that's a must,'
The gin I buy is London Dry.
Gordon's. It's always brisk,
dry and smooth...To me,
,
Gordon's is a must."

A Special

Purchase That's
Really
Special!

Architect and Chairman of the Board.
W Fontaine Jones,
West Side Chamber of Commerce of New York Architectural Consultant on Latin America

(What else that costs so little gives you so much pleasure?)

100%
HUMAN HAIR WIGS
REG. $55 DARKS
REG. $65 LIGHTS
ALL COLORS
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FANTASTIC
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Is

S3600

With Human Hair In
Short Supply... This
A Very Rate, Never Before,
Low Price, For Full
Length Wigs.
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Women's Day At
Be:mount Baptist

COGIC Bishops To Hold
Session In Detroit
DETROIT — The entire Bis-ITemple, 3.500 Elmwood.
hops Board of the Churches of The Congress Theme is "The
God in Christ will meet in exe, Role of the Christian Youth in
cutive session here at noon Fri- Our Changing World."
day, July 1, during the Official Congress headquarters will be
internationl Youth Congress the Church of God in Christ
Bishop J. 0. Patterson, of Mem ;State Temple, 3500 Elmwood.
phis, General Secretary, an. (Special services will be held'
nounced last week. The execu- all day Saturday and Sunday,,
Live meeting of COGIC leaders,July 2 and 3, at the Masonic'
will be held at the Bailey Tern- Cathedral Auditorium, 500 Temple Church of Cod in Christ pie Avenue.
5370 McKinley Avenue, Detroit Bishop Louis H. Ford, of ChiThe Youth Congress, being cago, Internationl Public Reheld under the auspices of the lations Director for the Church.
YouthCongress Provisional es of God in Christ, said special
Board, convenes in Detroit features during the Congress
June 30 through Jule 4, and,will. include Youth Preaching,
BISHOP .I. 0. PATTERSON is expected to draw more thaniConsecrated Prayer, Youth Bi1 5,000 delegates and visitors' ble Study, Witnessing, Sight.
SURPRISE VISIT,
fromall over the nation,
seeing tours, banquets and a
SOUTH ORANGE, N. J. — Bishop Patterson, in a letter special reception
on July 4 for
(UPI) — After losing $200,000 to members. said the Executive
all young people attending the
in valuables in seven burglar- Board meeting
on July 1, would Congress.
ies at his home, Max Epstein consider "matters pertaining
The General Secretary pointdecided to ask one of his neigh-f
to further implementing the ed out that the Detroit meetingi
bors for advice.
progressive national program o is the only authorized 1966 sesl just went out of the house our Church that is being formu_ sion of the International Youth
to talk over the problem with lated by our General Assem Congress.
tny next door neighbor," he bly", with Bishop A. B. Mc The Executive Board and the
;old police.
Ewen presiding.
General Assembly, meeting in
When Epstein returned with- A pre-Congress Musical, fea- Memphis last April voted IP
'a an hour, he discovered his turing top local, state and na place the Youth Congress under
!louse was broken into again. tional gospel talent from COGIC the jurisdiction of a Provisional
fhe latest burglary cost him churches, is slated for 8 p.m. Board, composed of leading
-10,000 worth of his wife's jew-1 Wednesday, June 29, at the Bishops Elders and Pastors,
dry.
Church of God in Christ State Bishop Patterson explained.

Annual Women's Day will be
observed, July 17, at Belmount
Baptist Church, Arlington, Tenn
Mrs. Alma Hayes will be the
3 pm speaker. Miss Eunice Carruthers will be the mistress of
ceremonies. The chairwoman
is Mrs. Fannie Mae Boyd. Rev.
L. R. Donson is the pastor.

INOTIC—E!
SEEKS RE-ELECTION — Ed.
Gillock has announced that be
will seek a third term in the
State House of Representatives
for District 7. Mr. Gillock is an
attorney and the father of six
children. He and his family reside at 2563 Capewood Drive.
FRIENDS CARRY CASKET of 15-year-old
Danny Plunkett to waiting hearse. Young
Plunkett, would have been an eleventh
grade student at Melrose this September
but a truck hit his motor scooter and took
his life on Thursday. At Melrose he was

— (UPI)

—Cashier Helen Mont told police a man she recognized as
a janitor came into Blum's
Candy Shop while she was counting the overnight receipts.

Tri-State
Defender

ORGANS • PIANOS

HE'LL SQUAK

LONDON — (UPI) — Three SAN ANTONIO. Tex. —(UM)
armed bandits burst into a west — The squak box in patrolman
end gambling club and ordered Roberto Vasquez' squad c a r
the croupiers to undress. They did not squak. He took the car
to a radio shop to get it fixed.
escaped with 700 pounds ($1,960) Mechanics
found it had been
and five pairs of trousers.
stolen.

CLEANING UP?
SAN FRANCISCO

Stories To The

active in basketball and a member of the
NUCC, and schoolband He was a very active member of Greater White Stone Baptist Church. Young Plunkett was also a
Tri-State Defender newsboy.
(Withers Photo)

' SHIRTS KEPT

All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your News

s 7,ERVICE•RENT V .S ,

1

Phone
682-4637
482 S. Perkins Ext.

I

216 South Wellington
Fast Office Box 311
we will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges,
41111MY

She observed that he was early, and the man replied, "I'm
right on time." She said he
scooped up $320 in bills, stuffed S. A. Wllbun, local attorney,
them into the pocket of h i s has announced his candidacy
for the office of State Represenblue coveralls and walked out. tative, District 6, subject to the
Police said he was a janitor, Democratic Primary August 4,
but had quit last week. They 1966. In announcing for this ofsaid he was being sought for fice he stated that he will run
on his experience and record AD
a similar $700 robbery at an- and out of government,
and a
other Blum's store.
platform to be released.
d11111111•11111111••11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110
1
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•
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MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $12):

Effective November 29 1 965
Sat or Sue. $1 25
Sat Open RAM. to 6 P M.
Sen. Open
te 2 Phi.

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
•

•
•

Pkty.Let's go to the Races'every
Saturday night on Channel 5 .
WMCT TV at 7p.m. Get yourFRE:E

•

3100 Summer at Baltic

VIIII•111••••••• Ni•EseammasesmatsE

MISS MARILYN A. MITCHELL

Mitchell-McFaden
Engagement Announced
Mr. Andrew Mitchell, hus- copal church and graduate of
I nd of the late Mrs. Rebecca Booker T. Washington high
itchell, announces the school.
1 +gement of his daughter, Miss
WhSe in high school, he was
T arilyn Antoinette Mitchel: to
a member of the band.
t:r. Cornell McFaden
Miss Mitchell, a member of Mr. McFaden is now a stuF' John Baptist church, attend- dent at Memphis State univerHamilton high school. While sity and a drummer for a loere she participated in the cal jazz grouplethe Jars Priests.
brary Science club, and the The wedding is planned for
ebutante society. She was also August 14 at St. John Baptist
: 1961 Kappa Alpha Psi debu- church.
t nte.
Miss Mitchell is a graduate
ii LeMoyne college. While
THAT'S SHOW BIZ
ere she was a member of the
1
Student N.E.A. and soloist DALLAS — (UPI) — Comedthe college choir.
ian Chester Galloway, 23, who
Mr. McFaden is the son of did not like the way a night
r. and Mrs. Charles McFaden club patron criticized his act,
f 1961 Cloverdale drive, He is drew a 20 year prison sentence
member of Emmanuel Epis- for shooting the customer.

'BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED

GO BY BUS

RACE cards at Big Star thisweele.

for Saturday nights 5 big c&

• It's Convenient

*to •

• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

$25 REWARD If WE CAN'?
FIND CHEVY PART YOU NEED!

SUITE 876

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
TAILORS

ANI1111.11=11011101•111111MINOL

Columbus, Miss.

752 David, Memphis

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

'YOUR Company M eh•5 What You Ask For And
Croat., What Yost Think or

2341 Douglass, Memphis

Mrs. Carrie Washingtots
220 Lucerne, Memphis

$100 WINNER $500 WINNER $500 WINNER
Mr. David Davis
Mrs. Elizabeth K. Albert
2464 Saratoga, Memphis

1395 Doris Ave.

Mrs. Helen Wiseman

Olive Branch, Miss.

YOU COULD
BE THE
NEXT WINNER
COMPLETE YOUR

SORENO GLASSWARE SET TODAY!
".OTHER SOREN° PIECES.
{12,OZ. TUMBiER

Memphis, TAAAAA se•

527-5508

$500 WINNER $500 WINNER $100 WINNER
Miss Annie Charles Mills Miss Lillie Moe Holiday Miss Katherine Eason $100 WINNER

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE

Shown are some of the lucky winnirt
'who
won playing Let's Go to the Raced

2 for 29c
8 OZ. BEVERAGE — . 2 for 29c
6 OZ. JUICE GLASS 2 for 29c
64 OZ. PITCHER
98c

FREE SOREN°
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With this coupon
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1 WOOLWORTH'S
A Good Buy For
The 4th of July

OPEN TIL9 P.M. DAILY

Edna Ann Maple Plans Wedding
Washington High School and is
Mr and Mrs. Marshall Ma- Wilson Fellow and studied for Lue Ethel Foster and the late
Perry now attending Memphis State
Mr.
Foster.
James
Elder
pie Sr. of 1418 Breedlove an- the master's degree in English
is a gradeste of Booker T. University.
nounced the engagement of at the University of Kentucky,
their daughter, Miss' Edna Ann She cornpleted her undergrade
Maple. to Mr. Clarence Perry ate work at Lemoyne College
son of Mr. and Mrs. William in 1961. She attended Manassas
I
Perry Sr. of Cleveland Ohio. [High
School before entering Le.I
Moyne.
The wedding is set for Augu
ust 7, 1966 at Zion Temple
She is a member of the facul
Church of God in Christ.
ty at Bellevue Junior high.

.
..11•4404

Miss

Maple

is a

Woodm

is the granddaughter of Mira

When it gets so jammed around the bar
that you can hardly movethis is probably the bottleneck.
(It's called The Sure One.)

WHERE YOU WILL FIND
LOW CASH SAVING
PRICES ON FINE
QUALITY FOODS AND
WHERE YOU WILL BE
SERVED WITH COURTESY
eo,H, sceS4iz aAtee Saud

•

ICE' CREAM FREEZER
4 Qt. Electric

)tISS EDNA ANN MAPI.E

Memphis Park Commission
Under NAACP BIAS Charge

'12"

Reg.
$1367
New . .. tough and rugged blue polypropylene
bucket designed to take abuse. Brilliant white
bridge, motor cover and handle.

-1414111122..--' YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE Al

WOOLWORTH'S

SEAGRAM DISTILLERS COMPANY., N.Y.C.. BLENDED WHISKEY, At PROOF 6S'L 4RAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS.

The repudiation of the White
House Conference on Civil
Rights by the Student Non-vio•
Committee
lent Coordinating
may well be the swan song of
a dying giant. SNCC, as a constliuent part of the civil rights

movement, was a pillar of
strength. But by its reckless,
it is
unprofitable radicalism,
not only destroying itself b u t
compromising the future of the
civil rights revolution.

THE EXCITING NEW SHOPPING GAME THAT GIVES
YOU 2 GAME SLIPS AT A TIME—NOT JUST 1—
TO HELP YOU WIN MORE PRIZES...FASTER!

WIN t $1090 IN CASH!
... Simply pick up your
FREE copy of the AWARDS
& PRIZES shopping game
card at your nearby
friendly A&P!
All AWARDS & PRIZES game cards are
identical. The simple rules on the back
of the card will show you how to win
prizes of up to $1,000.00 in cash . . .
and A&P Product Awards. Nothing to
write! Nothing to E..iy! There is no
limit to the number of times you can
win! Adults (and married minors) only!
A&P Employees and Families are not
eligible to win.

YOU MAY WIN ONE
OR MORE PRIZES OF

$1000 -$500 -$100
$50 -$20 -$10 -$5 -$1
IN CASH

PLUS THOUSANDS OF
A&P
FREE
CT
PRODU
IT'S FUN! - IT'S EASY
PRIZES TO BE AWARDED
TO PLAY!
AT ALL A&P FOOD STORES IN THE MEMPHIS AREA

Red

V1NE(;AR
t Gal. 930,
t3e

The new leadership wants to
completelY
itself
disengage
It
from white association.
seems bent on assuming the
tattoed image of Malcolm X
and his dissident doctrine of
a 11
Black Nationalism. By
means SNCC should have accepted the White House invite
tion — if only to register its
dissent, define and defend its
new course of action.
By staying away from t h e
Conference, it has allowed an
uninviting legend to flourish
around its chairman, Stokely
Carmichael. To him, is attribut
statement
incredible
ed the
that "integration is irrelevant.'
The statement sounds much
like the emotional outburst of
a confused mind. If integration
is irrelevant, then the whole
civil rights crusade has been
launched on a false hypothe
sis. It is a shameful admission
that people who rallied under
the banner of racial equality,
which SNCC and other civil
rights organizations had paraded. have been deceived and
hoodwinked.

PLAY IT
LIKE BINGO!

VI'l CIO 111.1.1.

"All black Americans." Carmichael is reported to have
said, "must begin building independent political, economic
and cultural institutions that
they will control and use as instruments of social change in
this country".
This is a formula for segregation and the pursuit of selfaggrandisement much in t h e
tradition of the Ku Klux Klan.
And the parallel doesn't stop
there. For like the Klan, SNCC
with its leadership would employ violence as a means of
enforcing its dicta and blasting
open the doors of social change.
Only those on the lunatic
fringe would follow a prescriptive isolation that ultimately will translate itself into Malcolmism — the employment of
violence to carry out the objective sought. This exhortation to separatism is nothing
new in America. Its history has
been one of complete failure.
Marcus Garvey was the first
to inject that concept into the
stream of American Negro
thought. He failed miserably
despite his bright mind a n di
brilliant oratory. He landed in
a federal penitentiary and was
later deported.

I

P

BAR-I3-Q SAUCE
28 oz. Rif.

49e

HUDSON
Large Family

Size

NAPKINS
200 Pkg.

31e

NEED MONEY? "
Solve Your Problems'
With 3 Small, Low Cost

Real Estate Loan

60 Flat Monthly Payments
Cask Yog

Approx.
Me.
Payments

S 500.00.
$1,000.00

$ 12.90
$ 23.70

$1,500.00
$2,000.00
57,500.00
$5,000.00

34..50
.11 45.50
56.70
$110.112

It Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"WS Better to

WE HONOR GOVERMENT FOOD STAMPS
THESE FINE A&P F000 STORES SERVING THE
MEMPHIS AREA AND JACKSON, TENN.

477 POPLAR
4780 SUMMER
423 N. CLEVELAND
2833 LAMAR
2437 POPLAR

3463 SUMMER
3561 PARK AVE.
2131 FRAYSER AVE.
115 E. LAFAYETTE
Jackson, Tenn.
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Puerto Ricans March, Present Demands

"ID

eg
"ct The NewLJU
• Tri-State Defender .,..4%

rights movement, that h a d,
been underscored in riot, a n d
About 200 Puerto Ricans the beginning of the second
marched around City Hall Tues- chapter — organized grass-root
"Th• South's Independent Week/7"
day singing "La Puertorrique- protest against prejudice.
na," a Spanish freedom song.
Three days of rioting erupted
Kola Office: 236 Saadi Bodine*, Phone JA
While the demonstrators were on Sunday, June 12, after patrolon the outside, Juan Diaz, head man Thomas Munyon shot and
Memphis, Tenn. - 38126
of the Spanish Action Commit- wounded Arced§ Cruz, 20, 126;)
Publisher
SENGSTACKE
JOHN H.
tee of Chicago, along with six N. Winchester ave. during a dis-1
General Manager
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
other executives, met with agreement on Division at. in the,
Editor
an unidentified aide of Mayor heart of the Puerto Rican ghetMcCANN L. REID
Richard .1. Daley in an across- to.
Advertising Manager
BRYANT T. WILLIAMS, Sr.
the-table confrontation.
Circulation Manager
Angry crowds gathered and
RAY A. WICKS
Marchers insisted the dem- then exploded into a mass reonstration was a total success volt after police reinforcements
$3.30, (2.yerer specie! SteleicrIption tete
leebscrfptieie row thee yaw, 571; ea months,Responsibility
for unsolicited Manuscripts
despite opposition from within sicced police dogs on the peoTake
Not
DOCII
310) The Tri.Stet• De/omelet
Tri-Stot• Publishing Co. Second
and outside the Puerto Rican ple and one tore open the leg
wr Photos. Published Eveey Ttnaselay lyy the MewAct of March 2, 1070.
community which mounted dur- of Juan Mallais, 20, of 2105 W.
Voss Peertage Paid et Memphis. Teneeeeee, Und•r
•
ing the week.
Schiller ave.
National Advertising Representatives
York 17, N.Y.
They stressed that a petition At the height of the rioting,
AMALOAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.-310 Madison Av•nue, How
signed by 700 people who were 250 police fought a pitched
•
AREA
not marching supported their battle with a crowd estimated at
SERVING 1,000,013 NEOROES IN THE TRI-STATE
position.
4,000.
Although Diaz led the march, By the time the smoke clearTheodore Velez, president of ed, ten persons, including one
the 14,000-member Harlem Ten- police officer had suffered gunants Council of New York, shot wounds; scores more had
Within the more conservative sec- things.
a key part in the or- been bruised and battered by
(1.) It would enable th e federal played
tors of the white community, it used to
ganization of the protest.
bricks, and billy
courts to take over murder and assault Following the City Hall dem- flying bottles,
clubs; and four police cars bad
be virtually an article of faith that there
trials "if this were necessary to carry onstration, the marchers were been seriously damaged — incould be no need — ever — for any kind
out the Constitutional guarantee of the scheduled to go to the San cluding one that was a comof civil rights legislation, because "you
Juan Theatre for a mass ral- plete loss after it was flipped
"Down With Police Brutality."
Two Puerto Ricans marching on
equal protection of the laws."
ly.
their
change
to
law
ablaze.
can't force people by
over and set
(Photo by John Gunn)
City Hall carry a sign reading
42.) It would provide automatic The key demands fired at the
Police Superin"shocked"
hearts. This can be done only by time
A
establishfederal protection for persons trying to Mayor were for the
Wilson (who had As the uneasy truce settled policemen that "brother, don't Mayor Richard J. Daley did
and gentle persuasion."
ment of a civilian police review tendent 0. W.
worry, we don't want to fight not meet with the demonstraexercise their normal civil rights when board; an in-depth investigation been told earlier that -there's of who to blame started.
demands were preTime has shown that this was not these were being denied either by priof
team
there" by a
Conservative Puerto Rican you" ... and then cursing white tors. Their
of the Cook County Department no danger
to Neil Hartigan
a sound reason: it was just a reason that vate persons or by local police agencies. of Public Aid; improved sanita- "experts" who had checked the leaders accused young toughs policemen for alleged brutality sented instead
Christianson, the
W.
Robert
off
take
and
to
com"
Rican
them
daring
Puerto
the
and
of
susand agreed with official
sounded good, to people who wanted to
tion and other city services; the mood
mayor's aides.
hot spicion of "outside elements." your guns and fight."
long
potential
(3.) It would insure that federal
a
as
munity
believe it. True, it is difficult to enforce court juries be selected fairly and "from Immediate dismissal of Judge summer trouble spot) immedSaul Epton; the immediate relater, on June 19th, a The mayor was said to be is
unpopular law — but going ahead and a cross section of the population, instead lease of those arrested Suring iately transferred Munyon's Liberal Puerto Rican and A weekwhites
went after two town, but was not at City Hall
disleaders
mob
of
rights
civil
other
Raymond
enforcing it anyhow is the only practi- of from lists
rioting at bail not to exceed partner patrolman
the
Ricans, when the marchers arrived.
Puerto
dark-skinned
been
"We've
that might allow for disthat agreed. One said:
$100 each; the establishment of Howard, and announced
9216 S. Theodore Velez, leader of the
of
Laguer,
17,
A.
cable way to shoo people in the direction crimination."
Juan
of
prejudice
the
from
suffering
service for complaints of henceforth patrol car teams bad housing, bad education, Baltimore ave. and Carlos A. East Harlem Tenants Council,
a
city
of "changing their hearts."
integrated.
(4.) It would set up a federal board, overcharging by landlords; and would be
ave., did not participate in the march
took Wil- police brutality for years a n d Bonilla, 17, 9018 S. Burley
They don't begin with heart chang- capable of awarding damages to persons the reinstatement of federal Civil rights leadersgrain
want
Ne- and did not join in presenting
"We
don't
screaming
just
dogs
and
the
shot
Munyon's
of
son's moves with a
groes in our park".
the Puerto Ricans' demands at
ing, certainly. Rather, they come around suffering personal or property injury in and-poverty funds for the com- salt, pointing out the "tragedy broke the fever."
munity to be controlled by citithe mayor's office.
struck
on
and
stoned
Although
of
many
they
have
and
after
only
Wilson
to in- Although
to that final step
seeking to exercise civil rights, paying zens at the grassroots level. of having to have a riot teams
baseball bat, Puerto Rican leaders said
with
a
head
the
a
rewas
it
insisted
leaders
car
patrol
the
e
t
h
tegrate
really
got used to the faot that the law
such awards out of federal funds, but Diaz said that the wasn't sure after the rights leaders had volt solely against the police South Chicago District patrol- Velez was absent "in order to
just what action would be taken
doesn't leave them much choice.
re-collecting them from persons or local if the demands were not met. urged the move for years" and and not a- racial matter, on the man Paul Pietrzak managed to show that the movement is a
Howard scene and follow-up incidents get the youths into his patrol Chicago effort."
And so, now, in Washington, a agencies responsible for the damage.
Most observers feel, however, the "odd assignment of
in the showed t h e probability of a car and protect them until help The march was peaceful exarea
Rican
to a Puerto
Senate sub-committee on constitutional
Douglas has pointed out that many that some form of direct action first
arrived.
cept for a minor outbreak behighly partial misconception.
s
h
I
with
place
—
consequence.
rights is wrestling with the problem of legislators hoped that the 1965 Civil would be the
e Following the park incident, twen two of the marchers, which
on
t
h
newsmen
Negro
minorA
with
record
questionable
The march marked both the
street reported that the Puerto civil rights groups marched was quickly subdued by a
how to draft yet a new civil rights law— Rights Act would be the last such legis- end of the first chapter of the ity groups."
policeman and other marchers.
Ricans were assuring Negro there in mass protest.
game
the
community,
the
over
human
using parts of an Administration bill, lation needed for a long time.
Chicago Puerto Rican
• BY BILL VAN ALS'rlNis

A New Rights Bill

parts of a bill sponsored by Paul H.
Douglas and 20 other senators — in an
effort to give this nation yet another
forceful nudge toward full freedom.
Assuming goodwill on the part of
all sensible people — and perhaps that
is assuming too much — it is difficult
to see how any substantial portion of
the American electorate could oppose
the new proposed legislation.
. As explained to the sub-committee

But the obvious need for the kind
of protection spelled out in the main
points of the suggested 1966 bill shows
—on its face—that the bill is an American necessity.
If the bill isn't needed, it won't be
invoked and couldn't possibly hurt anyone. But if it is n e ed e d, the nation

should have it — a proposition so obvious that it can be warmly contradicted
only by those who remain determined to
by Douglas, the bill he and his col- go right on denying other people their
leagues favor would accomplish several ordinary freedom.

Death 0n Wheels
It has come to be a kind of folk
tradition in America that, before each
holiday weekend, newspapers print National Safety Council predictions of how
500-odd persons will lose their lives in
traffic accidents. And then, sure enough,
the 500 are killed and everyone says
isn't that awful and the roads are terri-

is that the heavy death tolls of holiday
weekends are only slightly greater than
the toll for any old weekend of the sum
mer. In deed, a safety council report for
last year shows that 514 dead was the
average for all the year's Friday-Sunday
periods. And the most dangerous month
of the year always is August in which

there are no holidays.
ble on these big holidays.
But what few of us stop to realize

ow..411et

The educational program of the IBPOE of
W (Elks) of Tennessee was boosted by
$1300 this month with the awarding of a
check for that amount to Lt. George W. Lee,
Grand Commissioner of Education for the
organization. The check was received by
Mr. Lee in his offices here in Memphis last
week. The money was raised by all Elk
lodges and temples in the state through the
Educational Department. This will be one
of the features of the Elks National Conven- —

fee. -Avails's,oiso

don in Cleveland, Ohio, August 20-24. The
state convention was held in Nashville,
Tenn. Mrs. Jana Porter was general chairman of the fund raising campaign, Mrs.
F. R. Scott. was secretary. Shown In picture, from left to right are, Frank Scott,
Grand Marshall; Leonard E. Mitchell, West
Tennessee Director; Lt. Lee, Grand Commissioner of Education, and Percy IL Williams, chairman of the Bluff City Lodge.

World News At A Glance
VATICAN CITY
- Pope Paul VI received the final report of his Birth Control
Commission. Vatican sources said it recommended qualified endorsement of the oral
contraceptive pill.
• • •
WASHINGTON.. • The House Commerce
Committee refused to accept a Senate-Passed
auto safety bill as a substitute for a measure
of its own. Instead, the committee voted to
continue drafting a separate bill.
• • •
CANBERR A, Australia ,- • Secretary
of State Dean Rusk told Southeast Asia
Treaty Organization SEATO foreign ministers there were no signs of Peace in Vint

Nam despite U.S. efforts to seek a negotiated end to the fighting.
He vowed the United States would stay
there until the Viet Cong halt their war ol
aggression.
• • •
PARIS • • The first atomic test at
France's new Pacific proving ground, 1100
miles southeast of Tahiti probably will take
place this week, it was reported.
•
•
Labor
SAIGON
reprecentitives.
agreed to end a pay strike by 13,000 Vietnamese workers that crippled work on key
air bases and port facilities her. tor the
past eight days.

A Point Of View
A POINT OF VIEW
NAT D. WILLIAMS

little hope of winning. Now they
have reason to give hope an
outing.

OFFERINGS

Over and beyond the more
An unusual number of Mem- or less personal reasons of "ofphis and Shelby County Negro fering" out of a desire to be
residents are "offering" for recognized and be different,
elective office. Friends and there is, no doubt, a latent urge
political office this summer. to show the white
community
From constable to state legis- who the real leaders of the
Nelator, men are coming forward gro are. A lot of
folk have long
letting it be known that they are felt that most
Negro leaders
hOOKER
"ready and wilding" to try for ha\ e been
hand-picked
by the
mvERNOil
acquaintances are being asked white
majority. There has also
to sign petitions endorsing their been the
suspicion, despite
offers for candidacies. The petitheir
gains,
that too many of
tions are being signed, and the
local Election Commission is the civil rights leaders have
being beseiged,
been self-appointed or placed
One moment a person is In positions of leadership by a
smeiarll, hand-pickedown
maolllth
p
arboonuet? .
N
c0
1ique of
o Th
ask,en
"W
ah
no
at'hser it
crowd.
doubt,
ment's reflection brings somel some of the announced candipretty solid answers. First,,
thanks to a variety of factors,dates want to "show" by votes
Negroes are more vote-consci- that they have been over-looked
Time"
ous
now. They are more poll- or by-passed, when here they
"It's
and
Governor"
for
"Hooker
campaign
Governor"
for
The "Hooker
tical-rninded.
Maybe the recent- are, dyed-in-the-wool leaders
back.
and
front
the
signs on both sides and
is now rolling across the state in the official
passed Civil Rights Voting whose talents have been wasted.
ly
Jr.
Hooker,
Jay
John
candidate
Governor's
vehicle
campaign bus. The turquoise colored
Bill gave a big shove to the
More seriously, it is highly
Is making his tour of the state in the bus and
features two large compartments, a small
movement. The right of more
campaign
along
the
stops
probable
that the increased
when it makes
kitchen, and full bath. It is air-conditioned
Negroes to vote in the South,
number
of
Negro candidates
their
public
for
the
open
to
easily
will
be
trail
it
and has sleeping quarters. The bus is
in the rural as well as the urfor elective political office,
inspection.
recognizable because of the red on black
ban areas, has a greater guahere and elsewhere, stems from
rantee of support and proteca growing realization among
tion, since the passage of this
Negroes
that the political arm
legislation. At least, a growing
is one of their most important
number of Negroes, particularly in the so-called Deep South, tools in building first-class citibelieve that's what it does. So zenship, with all that it implies.
it's natural to expect more Ne- The Negro is undergoing a regroes to try out their new poli- volutionary awakening about
tical wings, . . . now. To the his political potential. It is bemore ambitious men and wom- ing realized that a "march to
en of colour an expanded Ne- the polls", can have a deeper
gro electorate, logically sug- and more lasting effect that a
gests a better chance for a Ne- "march to Jackson, Miss.",
gro to be elected to office. That however necessary and useful
seems to be one basic reason the Jackson March may be.
why more Negroes are "offer- The persons who are "offering" for office will learn more
ing".
about the operation of local,
It's a pretty long jump from state, and national governments,
"offering" in the church collet- by merely taking this first eleHon, or "offerings in the Civil mentary step into the political
Rights struggle . . . to -offer- arena, Win or lose in the elecing" for political office. Yet tion, they will gain overwhelmthere is some connection be-lingly in "know-how" which they
tween all of them. There have can bring back to the Negro
long been Negroes in this com- mass and lend further stimulus
munity and elsewhere who would to the power of black political
have liked to offer for political wings.
6ffice. They have felt them- More power to the "offerers"
selves just as competent, and . . . even though they do threatVOGUE BARBER AND BEAUTY SUPPLIES
and Wig accessories. Featuring this week, sometimes superior to others en to saturate the field and be
Manager, Wig Department, at Silver's, 49
who have sought and gained self-defeating. They'll learn
come
to
invited
Hand Threaded Wigs $79.95.
S. Main St. Everyone is
elective positions, But in the enough to trim their sails in
down and see the wide selection of Wigs
I not too distant past they had other elections . . . maybe.
- —

France Soviet
Noted Fisk University Writer Interviewed By Sengstacke Plan
To Meet
By WHITT!ER
SENGSTACKE, JR.

House Conference the people Ifutheie King's value in the civil who are moving to the suburbs
from middle Harlem, w h o rights movement, Killens said to escape the Negro...
The Anshould have been there, were that King had a value in the ti-Poverty Program,
Metro, Ur- KIEV, U.S.S.R. — (UPI) —
John 0. Killens, author of
not represented there. People fight. He also felt that Mal- ban Rewal etc., are all gim- President Charles de Gaulle
YOUNG BLOOD, AND THEN
micks to blind Negroes. The and Soviet leaders will probwho are afraid to go to Harlem colm X had value.
WE HEARD THE THUNDER,
Negro
must seek political pow- ably agree to regular twice
were trying to represent the "1 think another Malcom X
also writer in residence at Fisk people of Harlem.
yearly meetings of their foreign
is needed desperately. The only er in the cities."
University, and one of the Naministers to help bridge the gap
thing that I resent about Mar- When asked about
his atti- between
tion's most outspoken writers On the subject of Negroes tin is that generally
East and West, inwhite peo- tude
on the riots in Watts and li forrned French sources said
on the subject of Black Iden- failing to identify themselves pie go to him for 'answers
and
tification, had these remarks with the cause of racial pride, he does not have
them! They other ghettos, Wens had this This, along with the question
in an interview with this re- Mr. Killen* had this to say: are
to say: "I think Watts, Bed- of opening new
many roads to Negro I
consulates in
porter.
"They have been brain wash- dom. Martin has only one."
ford Stuyvesant, and the Har- each other's countries, was to
After being invited to THE ed by the white establishment
lem fights are healthy. Years be among the subjects de Gaulle
WHITE HOUSE CON • The black militants used to be Mr. =ens had this to say ago they were fighting each
has been discussing with Soviet
FERENCE "TO F U L FILL called Black Nationalists but about metro and Urban Renewal other, but it is healthier
when
THESE RIGHTS", Killens hadlnow they are called racists.'("Metro is the answer to the they take it out on the real leaders during his current 5,000mile swing through the Soviet
this to say. "at the Whit el When asked about Martini power problem of the whites culprit."
Union.
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Housing Authority
Book On Beauty Culture Lane Calls For Negro On
guest
rooms
lounge, game
and
Proves Most Revealing

apartment a n d
per floor, will be air- shop,
President C A. Kirkendoll lug and will be designed by
apartment
for
the dormitory
l
a
feature
a
n
d
conditioned
arehihas been notified by the De- McKissack & McKissack
director.
barber
room,
Ur- tects of Nashville, Tennessee
partment of Housing
ban Development in Washing- who designed the last two buildWASHINGTON — Vice Presi-,the government-industry spon- A book on beauty culture, de- a close relationship between ton of the approval of a $700,- ings on campus, the B. Julian
dent Hubert H. Humphrey todayisored Plans for Progress pro- signed to interest both newcom- the two fields. In beauty cul-4 000 loan to helpifmance a 200- Smith Residence Hall and the
Chester A. Kirkendoll Student
"The aim man dormitory.
appointed .0field Dukes, 33, a gram. More recently, he has ers in the profession, and those ture, she comments,
Center.
will
outward
apstructure
story
beautify
the
The
five
was
anengaged
in
it,
to
worked on the staff of the White already
is
former Detroit newspaperman, House Conference "To Fulfill notniced last week. The author pearance of the individual, to be located on Berry Street The building will house two
to his staff to do policy and leg- These Rights" as an Assistant is Mrs. Gladys L. Porter.
give him a new loOk at life, across from the music build- students in each of its 100
Director of Information.
islative research and writing.
Entitled "Three Pioneers in and in social work the purpose
Beauty Culture", the book high- is to improve "the inward apIn announcing the appoint- In Detroit, Mr. Dukes was lights the careers of three out- pearance", the thoughts a n
ment, the Vice President said: ,active in a wide range of corn- standing Negro pioneers in the concepts that develop purpose',
activities, including field of beauty culture, but pre- and charatter".
"Mr. Dukes, though young, has munity
had wide experience in govern- membership in the Young Adult sents the heartening "philoso-,
IT'S EASY WITH SLENDER-Xs by P.D.A.
ment, in the communications1Division of the Detroit NAACP,
y of optimism" evolving'Teacher
This amazing slenderizing formula, available with no oremedia and in CD& activities. I of which he was president for frem her own background in
ser,ption, can help you become the slim and trim person
you want to be! simply take a small Slender-X tablet
have worked closely with him three years; Detroit Junior field.
before each meal. Slender4 goat to work immectiatery to
in civil rights and equal em_ Chamber of Commerce; Citi- The three leaders, Annie M.
put an end to your excessive food craving. As Siender•X
helps you stop your extra food Intake, it starts you on tne
ployment opportunity efforts tens Committee for Higher Edu- Turnboe Malone and Sara h, An associate professor o f
way to a more attractive you ... Arid, It does it without
givirsg you that "keyed up," nervous feeling you get with
and know his accomplishments cational Opportunities for Negro Spencer Washington, whom theEnglish at LeMoyne College,
other tablets.
there. I am most pleased that Youth; Detroit-Area Boy author knew, and Sarah Breed- Mrs. Velma R. McLemore of
Scouts;
and
the
Detroit Council love Walker, had striking quali-1847 Netherwood, has been
he has agreed to add his abiliIT REALLY WORKS!
for Political Education.
ties to my staff."
How many pounds do you want to lose ... 10, 30, even
ties in common. All were indus-lawarded a full-expense summer
45 pounds . . . or more? You can do It With Slender-s
the Shakespeare InJust like people are discovering all over the country. You
Prior to coming to Washing- He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. trious, resourceful trail blazers, grant to
have nothing to lose except those unsightly pounds. And,
Bridgeof
University
imbued
with
were
profesat
all
stitute
Garfield
Dukes,
of
April,
1964,
to
16140
If
you aren't completely satisfied, you'll get your money
ton in
join the
LaConn., August
civic
pride.
And
each
Bridgeport,
ALSO
sional
and
port,
back. So get on the road to a better-looking you this week!
staff of the President's com- Salle Boulevard in Detroit.
GET IT TODAY AT YOUR DRUG COUNTER
came to realize her dr ea m sl through September 1.
mfttee on Equal Employment
within her own lifetime, a n d The institute is sponsored
Opportunity, Mr. Dukes was As [Snead
made a unique contribution to Jointly by the University and the
sistant to the Editor-General°
i
v rkArldr************
the American way of life.
American Shakespeare Theatre
Manager of The Michigan PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
beauty on of Stratford, Conn.
Chronicle, a Detroit Negro Norm Snead, a veteran National For many years a
Or Just Mail Thit Coupon
The grant covers all expenses
Football League quarterback at erator and teacher of cosmetoweekly newspaper.
To:
loclg
travel,
tuition,
enIncluding
Porter
is
now
logy,
Mrs.
ALL AIR CONDITIONED
26, today signed a three-year
*
He was graduated from contract with the Philadelphia gaged in social work. She seesqng, meals and fees.
Wayne State University in 1958, Eagles.
52 91
$4.91
7 remit to start lorioo a rithr
Bat of
Reset
with a B.A. degree in JournaSi,,, in vat. Mad .,,, a
tablets
tablets
21-Day Skoply of Slrodrr-X
gives yes gives yea
lism. From 1958 to 1961, he serv- Snead, traded to the Eagles
Jar jug $2.48 . . . or a 42a 21.0sy
2 42-0ay
Call Today
Day Sapp!) /or loot $4 WI
ed as News Director of WCHB by Washington in 1964 in exSupply.
Supply.
Check
change
for
here:
quarterback
Mail
me
a
Sonny
(21)
0
or
(42)
0 day sappily.
Radio in Inkster, Michigan.
NAME
Jurlgensen, said the long-term
ADDRESS.
With the President's Commit- pact was "a wonderful vote of
tee on Equal Employment Op- confidence."
01 aunt
. 0 c.o.n 0 Pat mcnt Endoied
portunity, Mr. Dukes was As- The 6-4, 215-pound five-year
APPLIANCE
&
sistant Director of Information. veteran of the NFL had one of
FURNITURE CO- °DI:,h4oriday, 71 "
I"
d P.m.
i
Following the abolition of the his finest seasons last year alServing the...sands of cultomers
134i
POPLAR
AVENUE
for over 20 yea".
Committee last fall, he served though he missed four games
Corner of hepier and Cleveland
1014 Mississippi At Walker
as an Information Officer with with a knee injury.

Former Newsman To Post

OLDSMOBILE
SALE

YOU CAN START LOSING
WEIGHT THIS WEEK!

340 NEW OLDS

Receives
All Expense Grant

ph—

To Choose Front

Starting at

*2151

In Fold

SLENDER-X,IY.A.

* Tremendous Discounit
*

U.1

ruberBR 6-2751

* 14 DEMOS I
*

•••••••••••••••••••••

ORIOLE DRUGS

PRYOR OLDS
2525 SUMMER
323-5556

Memphis, Tennessee 38126

It's Always
A Picnic

pay

when you have

FANTASTIC---but TRUE!

ater

OUR

KING
COTTON
FRANKFURTERS

JUVENILE
ESTATE BUILDER

NORGE
AIR CONDITIONER
• 7 quiet-maker features
• Furniture styled! With
hardwood fronts —
in walnut finish.
• Famous Norge quality.
Dependable year after

year.

We'll Make Arrangements
for your Elechr;c
Installation and combine
into one Easy Payment,

gives you
FIVE FOR ONE AT AGE.21

MONEY DOWN
FIRST PAYMENT
IN AUGUST'

NO

Years from now you'll be glad it's

TR' E

A PICNIC TO SERVE
A PICNIC TO EAT
•
Made in the
U.S. GOVERMENT
INSPECTED KITCHENS
OF THE
NAT BURING PACKING CO.

HUNTER
WINDOW
FANS

At Ages 0-11 Automatically

$1" Per Week

Jumps In Value To $5,000

A $1,000 Policy Purchased

1st PAYMENT
IN AUGUST

At Age 21 With NO*
INCREASE IN PREMIUM
Contacf One Of Our Representatives For Details

Actident
Mantmatit
Inswtantr, Compamg

LIVING (7995 !
.2
ROOM
SUITE

3 PIECE
S2888
ZOOM
SUITE
MATTRESSES.
Matching $1995
Springs

District Office: 331 Vance Avenue
,t1111•111•1212.---- 'now—

Phone: 525-7161

-

DOG RACING AT ITS BEST

SOUTHLAND
summer home of champions
OPEN NITELY EXCEPT SUNDAY THRU OCT. 4, '66

INTERSTATE 55 WEST MEMPHIS ARK.
.A.ir conditioned for your comfort
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SA

sla

the smart restaurant. the three SAS CITY, MISSOURI; (Paul-,
p hostesses who are each very lette wil be in her wedding come
1PIPA
gracious were quite charming August) GEORGEITB MARas they received compliments SHALL, MUSKEGEE, OKLAyou pay her
on the little personal touches of ROMA, and JUNIENNE an d The Fly Elementary school Youth
Department of the Ten- that have come to her provelis anxious that
bridal decorations they added RALPH BAILEY, who drove in
that
assurance
't with the
from D.C. Along with WOOD, principal and faculty have had , nessee B.M. and E. Convention,. it, and Humboldt is proud tol
to the setting.
will not be molested by
you
A highlight of the luncheon ROW "WOODY" MITCHELL,'a full year of progress even and of the Ministers and Dea- claim her as one of its citi- loud talk or beer drinking. It
was when the hostesses present- and localities
WALTERINE though it is well into Gibson'cons Wives of her church, the zens.
is such a delight to know there
ed the honoree their wedding OUTLAW, MILDRED JORDAN, county. Plans for the past Morning Star Baptist church, The writer visited_ a newly is a place of that sort here.
GILEIAM,
LILLIE school year were culmipated in of which her husband R e v. opened restaurant on the highgift to her which was a hand. LEOLA
some silver pitcher and tray. ANN ABRON, who was a brides- several ways; one was to raise John H. Mathis is minister. way toward Brownsville, and Mrs. Ora Lee Gentry is atBLAND, funds to erect equipment for She is the mother of Giovonni found Mrs. Mary Louise Luster tending State in Nashville,
Counter parts of the hostesses maid; BETTY
are Phil Booth, Harry Cash, and YVONNE JORDAN MITCHELL, a playground for the children and John Mathis, Jr., a mem- open for business in a very Mrs. 011ie Ruth Farmer, MemART GILLIAM, at whose home of that area. With great anti- ber of the Alpha Kappa Alpha neat, well arranged place, phis State, Miss Enid Sims
John Outlaw.
erma lee laws
. I
Paulette who is really an exo- the groom held his bachelor's cipation the faculty and PTA Sorority and the Gloxinia Art where you may go to eat if Martin Branch of the Univertic beauty looked especially good party later that night; LAW- have worked for the growth of and Garden Club. Motivated you just want a sandwich or sity of Tenn. Mr. Chas. Will.
BOWMAN, with her dark tresses swept up RENCE PATTERSON and AU- theschool. Principal R. I.. Rad- by her personality, people find
the
JUNE
"Faith is not belief withoutiSALLYE
if you prefer a plate lunch. iams is learning to fly at
ford encourages the "Do if you her a very charming and agree- Her pastries are reported to be Aeronautics School in Murfreesproof, but trust without reserva-,JUANITA BRINKLEY, mother in a chignon and a pretty blue GUSTA CASH.
of the bride and several of her shift. Sharing her daughter's
try" slogan that is rapidly able personality.' The elevations the best in .the town, and she boro.
tions". Elton Trueblood.
-'friends who have known Paulette happiness over the gift was Friday morning the bride and showing its reward.
her
feminine attendants were
Claiming widespread interest all her life were also enjoying JUANITA BRINKLEY and the
pi, c{ Ht2B, V HAtittOAD CONS
Mrs. Mattie Davis, Mrs. Shir- OS 6100 PROOF DISTILIED FROM GRAM STE P1F•Rt SUIRMOtF
and attention last week was the the party such as LILLIAN groom's
mother, VIVIAN feted with a champagne break- ley Ray, Mrs. Clartoria Johnwedding of PAULETTE BRINK- CAMPBELL, Godmother of the PORCHE, with her pretty daugh- fast by ADDIE OWEN and her
son faculty members are in
LEY to BERNARD MILTON honoree;BETTY BEAN.D, whose ters, MAIA and ISABEL (they daughter ANGELA
at their summer
school at Lane ColPORCHE of HIGHLAND PARK,fame as a recorder has spread had just driven in that morning SOUTH PARKWAY home. We
—lege. The other teachers are
MICHIGAN. The pretty and brit- far and near she does a superb with
BERNARD, SR., the thought we'd digress a bit here in"In service training" at the
and tell that ANGELA who school.
lent young bride was feted with job of recording wedding gifts groom's father from their
home
a round of showers and parties:and enjoys doing it so much; in HIGHLAND PARK, MICHI. teaches PSYCHOLOGY at ALBANY STATE COLLEGE has . Being the first Negro to be
prior to the wedding. YVONNE I ALMA BOOTH and AUGUSTA GAN) ELIZABETH DAVIS,
a
done
some clinical research with invited to sing at a banquet
JORDAN MITCHELL a friend CASH.
Memphis Co-Ette who was cornPb.
D., holder at the UNI- of the Tennessee Education Asof Paulette's from the cradle
pany for ISABEL who will be- a
OF MINNESOTA sociation, Mrs. Ola Mae Mathand CO-ETTE days showered , On Thursday afternoon the, come a DETROIT C-ETTE next VERSITY
her at the home of her parents, bride elect was entertained with school term; LEOLA GILLIAM, and one at U.C.L.A. and their is sang her way into the hearts
findings were recently publish- of the officials of the LeaderMILDRED and FRED JORDAN a luncheon at the V I L L A ILAURA OWENS, whose
little ed
in a PSYCHOLOGY JOURN• ship Conference in session at
RESTAURANT by three of herlbeauty was flower girl
on RAGAN.
in the
AL c ailed "EXCEPTIONAL Tennessee Tech, in Cookeville,
Intimates participating in theniother's dear friends, ALMA wedding; LAWRENCE
PATCHILDREN". The Owen family June 10-12. It was by request
bridal games were PHEOBEROOTH, AUGUSTA CASH and TERSON, director of
the womis planning a fabulous trip to that she entertained the deleWEAVER, BEVERLY GUY,MALTERINE OUTLAW. T h e en's dormitroy at
MISSISSIPPI
gates at the banquet for 600
MEXICO together later
LILLIE ANN ABRON, JAC- luncheon party was held in one VOCATIONAL
this delegates held in the universiCOLLEGE in
summer.
QUELYN BRODNAX and of the private dining room of ITTA RENA; LILLIAN
CAMP.
ty cafeteria.
BELL, LILLIE ANN ABRON. And back to the
by
pre-wedding She was accompanied
Elaniiienlinall1111111111111111111111.1111111 and BETTY BLAND.
festiyAti,es. Friday
afternoon Jerome Carr, music instructor
Thursday night found the brid- LEOLA GILLIAM was
hostess at Central High in Alamo; Her
al party being entertained with to the out of towners
and a few repertoire included, C Ii m b
the rehearsal dinner by the others at the LUAU
RESTAU- Every Mountain, Exodua Song
bride's Godmother, LILLIAN!RANT. Here was found
ISAURE Blowing in the Wind, Green
CAMPBELL glamourous in a ,MILTON who is married
to Beret, God Bless America and
hostess gown and her mate DR. SAMUEL B., and PAULINE How Great Thou Art, and she
III 'whom the bride affectionately MILTON
who's the wife of DR. was highly acclaimed by those
calls "UNCLE FLOYD", at BOYNTON A. (Dotty)
they had in attendance, with personal
their well appointed QUINN just winged in from
the MOTOR congratulations sent to her
Avenue home. Floyd set the key- CITY;
ESTHER
LaMARR, home by the official who in!. note of light frivolity with his MURIEL
ALEXANDER. Others vited her to appear, Mr. Ches1111 light champagne toast to the enjoying
the polynesian "feast ier.
• happy bridal party. This was table" were HARRIETT WALK- She is a graduate of Lane
I. the first time we'd seen the ER, BETTY
BLAND, AUGUS• College and is attending sum'
it
mer session at the University
handsome groom who came TA CASH, LILLIAN
CAMPdown with his parents.
BELL, ALMA BOOTH, MILD- of Tennessee, Martin Branch.
r-i-_es you cal a:ford. Qua!- U
Any
She has just recently been
Toasting the couple before RED JORDAN, and
EARINA KITT STAR OF STAGE. SCREEN AND TELEVISION.
LAURA
cc-nca7e—ser'f
ke and terms 111 dinner were MURIEL MILTON OWENS.
w
selected by the board of edus
in
cation of Crockett County to
•er - e.
ALEXANDER, aunt of
the
El
A
groom who'd just flown in from Friday
night ANNE BUR- serve as Supervisor, replacing ICS the drink to start with and stay with—a cool refreshing Mule made with
A.4-•
"nR FP-E ESTIMATES
D.C. where she is principal of FORD, the pretty one with an Mrs. Pansy Graham.
Smirnoff and 7-Up®. Pour a jigger of Smirnoff over ice. Add juice of
IN
a junior high school and who affinity for the fabulous and her Mrs. Mathis is outstanding in 1/4
lime. Fill Mule mug or glass with 7-Up to your taste. Delicious!
(--1111
was pleasantly surprised to see mother, ANNIE SUE entertain- her talents, both in the field
41111
ALMA BOOTH, whom she serv- ed the femmes with champagne of education and church; she
ed as supervising teacher when and cool delectable salads, at holds the presidency of t h e
Remanil ,C1 ts' \NLoo —`19ryinzi
Alma was a student at HOWARD their
SOUTH PARKWAY
'099'01,1—Sizes ftsr Bathrooms and
rt
.
Etc. Cushion Hoor Vinyl — Inlaid
; UNIVERSITY, she was elated abode. ANNE and PAULETTE
1.1neleu-n.
to learn that she is also a prin- are friends from the cradle, Cocipal; ESTHER LaMARR, who's Ette days and Howard.
U
AND MORE
7:1
also came in that morning from
OFF
Exchanging girl talk with
1111 . Washington, she's the groom's
Regular Price
were JACQUELYN
• aunt and is SPECIAL ASSIST.. Paulette
1.1 ANT TO THE ADMINISTRA BRODNAX, a Co-Ette sister
TOR OF VETERANS ADMIN. who directed the music for the
wedding; the groom's sisters
ISTRATION; JUANITA a n d
and bridesmaids, MAIA a n d
II' JOHN BRINKLEY, the
parents ISABEL, other Co-Ette sisters
im
of the bride; VIVIAN
and BEVERLY
GUY, SALLYE
BERNARD PORCHE parents
JUNE
BOWMAN, YVONNE,
oil
of the groom
MAIA'and ISA- MITCHELL, and
bridesmaids,
1 BEL PORCHE, sisters of
Swimming Pool
the JACQUELYN McAFEE, GEOR• groom who were bridesmaids;
Club
AcresCount
bring
ry
a
and other bridesmaids each fly- GETTE MARSHALL, and LILcome
A1cy
Parents d
ing in that evening, pretty LIE ANN ABRON.
.
serve
open.
Tel, 276-4431 • ANNE BURFORD
S. Pauline
Delicious dinner iamily.
who's in sum
is now
• mer
school at Howard; MC
children
with
your
coT7',Octe
1966
IQUELYN McAFEE, from KAN14,
3uly
Manager
Enjoy a
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Society
Merry
Go - Round
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NEW BRIDES

Lucky In Love
•.And Leather

...like
nothing
else
you ever
tasted

Lucky in love — and leather.
Brides have all the luck this
year, for never has footwear
been so smart-looking yet so
sensible.

day

DINNER,
STEAK Peabody, City Usher
Sheorton
A. Garnet
Chairman, Mrs.
Associatton
TRACK
GRE.VOUND
Sunday
SOUTHLAND
Except
Nitely
1966
Open
October 4,
'lbw

After standing dancing and
hopping, the new bride will
bless the comfort as well as the
beauty of her leather shoes.

(except
champagne) tic

•

SPARKLIN1

CHAMPALE.
Ilithatr000tis

of N9.Inc., Trenton

Snowy white in calf, kid or
matte lustre leather, is
of ,
course, the traditional bridal
color. However, the girl who is
looking for off-white, a creamy
pastel, or a deeper shade will
find a complete and colorful
collection of leather shoe styles
available.

:OALS TO NEWCASTLE
EL PASO, Tex, — (UPI) —
Mayor Judson F Williams proclaimed it "burglary prevention
week in El Paso" and w a s
shocked to come home to discover, his home had been burglarized.

for expert

Weaving & Repairing
Cleaning & Styling
Cutting & Thinning
Tinting & Dyeing

•

Uppers and lining of "breathing" leather permit moisture
evaporation and circulation of
air around the foot, keeping it
cool and dry.

It bubbles like champagne, tastes
like champagne, yet costs just pennies
more than beer. Join your friends...
buy CHAMPALE wherever beer is sold.

out

WIG HOSPITAL

The future homemaker's first
lesson in "best buys" may be
learned with her bridal shot
shopping. With leather, there is
value received — in looks and
durability, in its supportive
moldability, and in its natural
porosity.

Sparkling CHAMPALE is the one for fun.

-525-07S5
Purdy
Joe
Thomas St.,
Pleo” Call
1503
at
Same
o r Write Pepsi Cola Conipa ny
Announcements W eeld y
c. o
Oltirch or Club

•

Bridal authorities — as well
as authorities on foot health —
agree that the best wedding
I firsritweAr lc A cat leather
shoe
i with mid-heel and pliable leather sole. Depending on the style
of the gown, the choice may be
an unadorned pump, a simple
sling•back or a graceful sandal.
*

Goode°,

'Mare in the Pepsi generation!

Her shoes will look light as
ossamer, yet
sustain
her
staunchly through the happy hec
hours of her wedding.
•

Mrs. Mabel

come alive!

With footwear fashions abounding in low and mid heels,
fuller toes and feather-weight
leathers, the '66 bride is fortune's child from heart to toe,
comments Leather Industries of
America.

*

daily.

.,...
1411

,
TRADE YOUR OLD WIG IN ON A NEW ONE - LIBERAL
TRADE IN ALLOWANCES.
CALL AND LET'S TALK ABOUT YOUR WIG PROBLEMS.

HOURS:10:00 A.M. 5:30 P.M. Mon., Thur.,
Fri.,Sat.
10:00 A.M. 7:00 P.M.Tues.and
Wed.

OPEN LATER BY APPOINTMENT

Sales & Fitting

THE

SMART SHOP

582.VANCE

RETAIL
WHOLESALE

PHONE 527-5425

T:
To
att
the
ert
Go
the
Na'
J
the
sta
fa
op.
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Tennessee Youngsters Invited
To Executive Mansion Reception

I

Clement Cited
For Highway
Emp!oymint

Dramatics Course
To Be Offered

, ward Harris, Mrs. imhelia Lit-,
BY WHITTIER A.
SENGSTACKE, JR.
I tie, Charles Little, Cherly LitScores of young Tennesseans...e,
ti Mrs. Yetes, Joseph Morris ' For the Ifirst time in Memattended a reception, held in
Katherine Hemingway, Carolyni phis. classes in creative dra
and
given
honor
by
Robtheir
imatics are being offered to Neert Clement son of Tennessee's Buckner, Carlotta Hayes, Othpeople.
i.;overnor Frank Clement at ello awyer, Brenda Allen, Den-;gro children
in
classes and
are.young
designed
The
the Executive Residence i n ise Yates, Peggy Yancy, Cherdramatic
expression,
Nashville Tennessee on Sunday ly Carter, Leonard
Small, teach
and voice. It
movement
is
Walter Hooks, Michael Hooks,
June 19.
It allowed the young citizens Michael Boone, Fred Hooks, hoped that further classes will
be svailable for the developthe privilege of meeting the1 and Pat Hooks, W iii i a m
state's Chief Executive and his' Speights, John “Twiffv" Arnold! ment of expression and trainof Negro talent, but that
family and afforded them the III, Sherry Moore, John Cal-I
will depend on the response of
opportunity to tour the Execo- houn, Brenda Batts, Donna, this
first class.
tive Mansion.
Stegall, Julia Nelson, Gwen-;
The six weeks course — two
Invitations were extended to dolyn Nelson, Michele Pea- classes
per week — will be dia cross section of young citi- cock, Maroa Bradfield Vernita.
vided into the following a g e
zens over the state. Among the Jones and Carolyn Withergroups: Children 8-10 and 11Memphians attending were Ed- ,poon.
13, and young people 1-16.
; There will be a fee of one dollar
•MO114114
per class. The classes will be
held in the Clayborn Center of
• the Expressive Arts, 280 Hernando, on Mondays and Wednesdays with Mrs. Merry Allen
land Barry Fuller as advisors.
' Classes will begin on Monday,
;June 2?.
For further information or
registration call Mrs. Allen at !e.,
396-9114 or Mr. Fuller at 274-1
9555.

The Department of Highways,
the citation said, has the best
record of Negro employment
in Region three which constitutes Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, N. Carolina,
So. Carolina and Tennessee.

West Side Civic
Club Holds
Installation

3

*

Miss Florine Tousant, Lane
College junior and Ike Hentrel,
Lane College senior are participating in the Crossroads Africa project this summer. Miss
Tousant is assigned to Dahomey, Africa and Hentrel is assigned to Nigeria, Laos • AfriRev. L. H. Audrey installed
ca. They both were engaged in
the following; James Ballard, Miss Marian Laureta Hassell.entertainer of note.
orientation training at Douglas
president; Rev. J. Whetter, vice- will become the bride of Arnett The wedding reception will be College, New Brunswick N. J.
president; Roosevelt
Owens, Williams August 6. The mar- held at the home of the bride's June 20 through 24 where each
..
.
second vice pres.; Mrs. M. C. riage vows will be solemnized c . .,
departed for the designated
Harvey, 1804 Glenview imme- assignment.
Molles, th,rd vice nresident7 at St. Thomas Catholic church.1"
Mrs. Bessie Frazer, secretary; Atiss Hassell is the daughterl diately following the marriage
OPERATION CROSSROADS
Mrs. Moray Banks, assistant of Mrs. Frances M. Hassell and,ccremony.
AFRICA is a service project
secretary; Mrs Bessie Wil- r:if rs. Frances M. Hassell and
of the Student Christian Assohams, financial secetary; and , Mr. Harry Hassell of Buffalo.]
iv
V
ciation of Lane College. advisMrs. Rebecca Ballard, treasurNew York. She attended Father;
ed by Dr. C. D. Newbern.
er
Bertrand high school, and is a
Funds for the project came
1966 graduate of Dillard univerfrom Lane College, the First
Miss Vivian Arnita Carter Episcopal District of the Chris- 1
sity, New Orleans, Louisiana
where she majored in biology.' bride-elect of Curtis L. Dilli-I tian Methodist Church and the:
At Dillard, Miss Hassan was hunt was guest honor at a per- special Fund raising project,
treasurer of her class for three l sonal shower last Saturday.
"To Thee We Sing."
three-year dormitory' The shower was given by Miss
Metropolitan Baptist church year, a
Shirley Bacon. 1966
has reached the 70th milestone counsellor for freshman worn- Porter at the S. W. Robinson Miss
Pan.' residence, 1524 Montgomery. graduate of Lane College has
in various phases of service and en, and secretary of the
to train with the
will observe the anniversary, Hellenic council. She is a rnem- Pink and green carried out been invited
ber of Alpha Kappa Alpha soro- the color scheme throughout Peace Corps and will be asSunday, July 3.
the living and dining rooms. signed to Jamaica after her
A special friends and fellow- rity.
Mrs.
of
Miss Porter entertained in a training in Pasadena, Californson
the
is
groom
ship program will be held Sun- The
on June 26.
day night at 7:30 p.m. Some Ellen McCorkle of Glendora, white sleeveless dress with a ia which begins
of twentotal
a
serve
will
She
Bookerl
The
commerbond.
pink
pale
attended
He
of those appearing with be Rev. Mississippi.
Peace
the
with
months
ty-five
a
in
chic
was
John C. Mickle, Second Con- T. Washington high school, Ty- guest of hnor
teachers
gregational Church; H.A. Gilli- ler's Barber College and the bright green two piece ensem Corps to train basic
am, Universal Life Insurance Gorine School of Cosmetology. ble. Mrs. Dillihunt wore grey and upgrade pre-school education in Jamaica.
In addition, he is a local vocal and white white.
Co.

ty."

iftlessim,

Lane Professor
Studies In Africa

MISS MARIAN HASSELL

When the West Side Civic Club
held their installation of officers i
recently at Greater Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church they heard
Mrs. Lawrence Coe, a member
of the Memphis School Board
talk about "The War on Foyer-

II

"The members of your cabinet and staff reflected your
deep concern for Equal Opportunity. We wish to commend
the State of Tennessee for its
efforts to offer employment to
all citizens and we were im- I
pressed with the progress your!
Department of Highways h a s
made in hiring non-whites," thei
letter said.

Magnavox

23" BIG SCREEN TV

NAACP Files Complaint

The Memphis Branch of the read as,follows
NAACP issued five complaints 1. Segregated training coursagainst the Memphis Park es ....
Commission last week.
Trainini, courses for white
The complaints were based
f predominantsupervisors
OD NAACP complaints founded
grounds are held
plas
white
ly
segregation
of
revelations
on
se.
Governor Frank Clement
based on race. The complaints, at Overton Park; whereas,
eeived a commendation from as submitted from the local training courses for Negro suthe U. S. Bureau of Public NAACP office, headed by Mr. pervisors of predominantly NeRoads on behalf of the De- J
Jesse Turner. president. and gro playgrounds are held at
partment of Highways for Its Mrs. Maxine Smith, Secretary. Lincoln Park.
effort to offer equal employ-.
—
ment to all citizens of its highway program.

Year-after-year...you'll see
your favorite Sports best
on a magnificent

arian Hassell To
pledge Vows

a

Make it perfect.
rxtre
On)

Metropolitan To
Celebrate 70th
Anniversary Sunday

only$1599
Shown on optional T-226 mobile cart

Enjoy every thrilling play
...on this Magnavox 280 sq. in. big-screen TV—that's
priced no more than small-screen portables of other
makes! Automatic Fine Tuning always "remembers"
to keep each channel perfectly tuned. Three IF, Stage
Chassis (not just 2) with Automatic Picture and Sound
Stabilizers(Keyed AGC)pulls-in even "difficult" stations
With amazing clarity and stability. Model 1-T300 in
several decorative colors—telescoping dipole antenna.

12" Personal IT
*all screert
si:es are
eltagonal

measure

FRESH WHOLE

EASY-WA
STORES

FRYERS
Lb

- 80 N. Main St.

only

PRICES GOOD THURS., FRI., SAT -QUANTITIES LIMITED

WE TAKE FOOD STAMPS

Enjoy beautiful noise-free
FM music and sparkling AM
listening—practically anywhere! Model 2-FM806,with
telescoping antenna, is only
'H; in gleaming Black.
2
1
4/
Complete with battery, earphone, and convenient
leather carrying cases.

TODAY—see our widest selection
COME
of quality Magnavox Radios ... from only

Seagram's
Extra Drg

-44010i •
49000.tr.,4.1.. Ara4

A Gin:tag.,

•Ng

i

She will be in training for 11
weeks at Spelman College in
Atlanta before leaving Sept. 2
SEAGRAM DISTILLERS COMPANI. P.V.C. 90 PROOF DISTILLED 095 011 FROM AMERICAN GRAIL
for Nigeria.

Seagram's Extra Dr7/ be perfect martini gin

2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD

2

ti)

WRE4)/e:r

kaizk,

COMPARE our '66 PRICES!

cNe

1966 FORD GALAXIE

Peaches
Tomatoes

,OuNT

9c

Beans
Canteloupes
SO-%
0
0-

Pork Roast
Hams
On Sale

441st

evitay

We Trade For Any4hing of Valor
Such As Horses, Cows, Dogs,

4
P
:
4.4
•

7

NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED!

*e SPE-,

-5'
0

2465

V-8 with Cruise-A-Matio,
power steering, radio,
heater, WSW tires and
other extras!

Beef Roast

?

Boats, Motors, Trailers, Guns, Etc.

4

e:

#
o
BAR-B-0

Arr APPLIANCE & FURNITURE CO. ,
z

0

SAUCE

Come See Our Complete Line
Of Furniture From 12 Noon
a nn To 8:00 P. M.

Walker HJITIO Center
SI Mitchell Rd.
PH 397-7507

Extra
Gt

121/

0

$n95

—
,

41114400.

$1995

only

Seap

14 Oz. LOAF

Tiny 8-Transistor FM/AM Radio
...brings you fine
music or
sports events
wherever you go!

J
401.1

ALL BRANDS

Compact and lightweight
...this beautiful Magnavox "powerhouse" will bring
you clearer, sharper, steadier pictures than you've
ever seen from a portable! Has 71 sq. in. sL;reen,
Automatic Picture and Sound Stabilizers (Keyed AGC),
telescoping antenna, convenient Channel Selector Window, highest reliability Magnavox Bonded Circuitry plus
earphone for private listening, too! Model 1-U114 in
several beautiful colors.

.44^

Miss Tousant is a native of
Forest City, Arkansas while
Mr. Hentrel is from Memphis
Tennessee. Miss Bacon's home
is in Grace, Kentucky.
Miss Lois M. McGowan, of
591-F Brown Mall, a 1966 graduate of LeMoyne College with
a major in English, is in Atlanta preparing for a two-year
tour with the Peace Corps in
Nigeria.

BREAD

89°

S.

AP%

ia n Carter
Honored

44

• `10. •
•

DERBY

c
29

1966 MUSTANG

2245

With Cruise-A-Natio,
transmission, radio,
heater, WSW tires and

Av"

other extras!

D
FOR
FF
HER
2450 SUMMER AVE.

16 Oz. Jar

458-1151

Open Nites

rI

•
•

•

•.44,•—• •

—•

• •

• .•
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Go
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My drink
a 6 year old
when you
can drink
as 8 year old?

Why drink
a 4 year old
Bourbon
when you
can drink
a 6 year old?

of the need to control crime
as well as to protect the individual.
"To maintain a 'fair stet eindividual balance'," it said,
. . . to respect the inviolability of the human personality,
our accusatory system of criminar justice demands that the
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — "What are the restraints socie- house.
government seeking to punish
The 5th Amendment's guaran- ty must observe consistent with The decision drew strong dis- an individual produce the evitee that a man need not con- the federal constitution in pro- sents
from Justices Tom C. dence against him by its Own
vict himself out of his own secuting individuals for crime?"
independent labors, rather than
Clark, John Marshall Harlan,
by the cruel, simple expedient
mouth now must be accorded The 6I-page opinion — sure
Byron H. White and Potter
of compelling it from his own
the criminal suspect under po- to bring an outpouring of criStewart. Harlan said it w a mouth."
lice questioning.
ticism of the court — was an "poor
constitutional law" which On this premise, Warren said
That is the burden of the pre- extensive followup to the con- would
result in "harmful con- when police have deprived a
cedent-setting 5-4 Supreme troversial Escobedo decision.
sequences for the country at person "of his freedom of acCourt decision establishing a In this ruling a young Chica- large."
tion in any significant way."
new constitutional code
o goan was found to have
been White asserted it would have,they must
rules for confessions.
unconstitutionally
convicted "a corrosive effect on the crim- — Warn him before a n y ,
Chief Justice Earl Warren when he was not permitted
by inal law as an effective device!questioning that he has a rightl
.put the altirnate issue in eves police to see his attorney
Ito remain silent, that airs, statewhen to prevent crime."
broader terms when he asked: the attorney was at the station
But the ruling took account went he makes may be used
l against him, and that he has
a right to have an attorney
present.
— Tell a penniless suspect that
PRICES GOOD JUNE 30 thru
a lawyer will be appointed to
JULY 5, 1966
represent him if he wishes.
•CLOSED ALL DAY JULY 4th
— Stop questioning the perMEREDITH WITH CANE — James H. Meredith
son at any time he wants to
Mississippi Freedom March was named stands on platthe
stop talking.
form
with hand over heart in front of Mississippi capitol.
The
BOX
suspect
may say he does
STEAKS
1-8 Oz. Stee
not
want
Meredit
to
h said he will stay in Mississippi one more week
take
advanta
ge
of
RIB
STEAK
Lb. 4.35
RIB EYES -5 Lb. Box ..... . 5.10 Boron Wrapped S
his rights, but it's up to the
and help organize a voter registration drive.
government to show he made
T. BONES-5 Lb. Box
5 10 CHOPPED SIRLOIN
(Stansbury Photo)
Lb. 4.45
this
choice voluntarily.
TIP SIRLOINS -5 Lb. Box .... 5.10 K.C. STRIPS
Lb. 5.90
The Warren opinion continuALL STEAKS ARE EXCELLENT FOR
COOKING
ally emphasized the advantage
to police of isolating a suspect
5 Lb. Box RIB EYES
COOK-OUT SPECIALS
from family and friends so that
N1111011111111.
5 Lb. Box T. BONES
no one can tell for sure win
5 Lb. Box RIB STEAKS
went on, either then or later.
40 Lbs.
While the police "third de5 Lb. Box BEEF PATTIES
4,etsliaI iir
Net Weight
gree" is now more psychologi10 Lbs. PORK RIBS
cal than physical, it is "equally
10 Lbs. SPLIT FRYERS
destruct
ive of human dignity,"
JUST SAY CHARGE IT
the opinion said.
LEAN & MEATY
10 LB. LIMIT

Top Court Sets New Code
On Suspects Confessions

RAmoNys

HOLIDAY SPECIALS

1

WHY NOT DRINK
8 YEAR OLD
KENTUCKY
TAVERN? IT'S AN
OLD SMOOTHIE

SA

2495

NEW LOW COST

SPARE RIBS .. .Lb. 59c

ROUND STEAK
PER LB.

30' LB. CASE. ... 17.45

10 LB. LIMIT

SIRLOIN STEAK
PER LB.

75d

WHOLE

87e

,

ARMOUR STAR

PORK SHOULDERS

Lb. 49¢

PORK CHOPS

Lb 69¢

CHUCK ROAST

Lb. 39c

CENTER CUT

HAMBURGER

SEMI BONELESS HAM
.Lb. 79c
ROLLED PRIME RIB .....Lb. 89c
PIKES PEAK
.. .Lb. 79c
ROLLED BONELESS RUMP .Lb.
89c
.

6 Lb. LIMIT — 3 Lb. PACKAGE $125

U.S.D.A. CHOICE or GOOD BEEF HINDS
U.S.D.A. CHOICE or GOOD BEEF
SIDES

Lb

YOU PICK IT — WE CUT IT FREE
SUBJECT TO NORMAL CUTTING LOSS

Lb

59'
49'

ALL MEAT FULLY GUARANTEED — NO MONEY
DOWN — 6 MONTHS TO PAY
OPEN UNTIL 7 P.M. MON.-THURS.—UNTIL
8 P.M. FRI.-SAT.

For Ply New or Old Home
Saves Space - Installs Anywhere

Senate Unit Eyes
Dodd's Finances
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Senate Ethics Committee pressed its investigation of Sen.
Thomas J. Dodd into three new
areas, including charges the
Connecticut Democrat pocketed
for his own use some $200,000 in
campaign contributions.
After four days of public
hearings — and 31
/
2 hours oi
heated denials by the Senator
himself — the committee recessed until mid-July the first
phase of its inquiry, involving
Dodd's relationship with foreign agent Julius Klein.

COOLS WHOLE HOME FOR COST OF
'SPOT coovyG A FEW ROOMS

Fits All Central Furnaces

I

CALL NOW FOR FREE ESTIMATES
DAYS 274-1134 N!GHTS 324-6341

FORSYTH-WILLIAMS, Inc.
BUY NO --CAPI BE FHANCI- n
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PA'(
P.
A.rk

4,. Honor Government Food Stamps

RAMON'S MEAT MARKET
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Cleveland at Poplar (Crosstown Area/
Phone 276-3655 or 272-2191
CHECK OUR HOME FOOD SFRV/CE
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before you buy any car;

If
t.

le

TAKE JUST
15 MINUTES TO
DRIVE A

'66 AI 'CRY!
MERCURY MONTEREY 4-DOOR SEDAN
The minf luxurious cm' in the medium-price field,
the firms+, quietest ride
Ws side ef flee Life:01w Coefmental .
fell equipped with

• AM Radio
Stewing
• Multi.drive Transmission
• Whitewall Tires
• Deluxe Wheel Covers
• POWer

complete wifh
conditioning only

new at your beautyshop from Gillette!
• Padded Dash and Visors
• Backup Lights—Outside
Mirror
• Special Factory
Safety Group

$3,099
Uolimifred Speed Car Wastrel for a full year
FREE me%
neer Mercury, Come/ or English Ford
from Sclii/linq

Chem. from more thin 100 new cars in HI. big main showroom
and upstairs thowroorn—ail air conelitionaid—at Schilling on Union?

• OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9:00
• BANK FINANCING ON THE SPOT
III•e•roor• oterineriee co . L.ialroine-Oweer.beee ev 0ienA

ON UNION
917 UNION AVE. • IT7-7S41

Forget hot combs and stinging chemicals. Now
from the
laboratories of Gillette comes this truly different
curl relaxer. Epic goes on cool—stays cool.
Kis so gentle your hairdresser needn't wear gloves
--yet
It re4axes even the lightest curls. Color-.treated
hair?
No problem! Epic won't revert-4n rain or heat.
tt fasts and lasts. Actually conditions your hair.
Leaves
just enough body for the new smooth hairst
yles. Your hairdresser
knows there's never been anything like Epic.
Try itl

LINCOLN • 144EItCLIRY • ENGLISH FORD

We LEASE ALL melte% and models

•

the truly different
permanent curl relaxer
goes on cool stays cool!

THE EPIC PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS CO.,

DIVISION 411411:101111". CHICA
GO, ILL

•

.• •' .4*4

•
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SPORTS HORIZON

Lane College Releases
Fall Football Schedule

BATON ROUGE, La. — Theihis haste to circle the bags. The
baseball team at Southern Unl. run would have knotted the
versity marened on the South- score against Lewis.
L. A. Cooke, athletic director,' Nov. 5—Lane College vs Paul
Walker
will
keep
in
shape
Athletic
western
Conference
this week released the 1966 foot- Quinn, Waco, Texas
while attending summer school
championship with two former by
bail schedule for the Lane Col- Nov. 5—Lane College vs Fisk
playing with a Baton Rouge
Memphis Prep League stars
lege Dragons.
University, Nashville, Tenn.
semiproteam. Tate returnedo
playing prominent roles. Catch- Memphis
Sept.
17—Albany
State
College
Oct. 29—Lane College vs Fisk
after the bus trip from
er James Walker from Manas- St. Joseph. Coach Hines
vs. Lane College, Jackson, University* Nashville, Tenn.
may
sas and Jacques Tate, former have two more major
Tenn.
league
Nov, 12— Knoxville vs Lane
Douglass standout led t h e
Sept. 24—Lane College vs.
prospects
in
the
pair
of
ex-Prep
Collehe* Jackson, Tenn. (HomeJaguars to the SWAC league
Leaguers. Charles Hendricks, Clark College* Atlanta, Ga.
title, culminating the horsehide currently in
the Army, was a Oct. 1—Lane College vs. coming)
campaign with a third place
teammate
of
Walker's at Sou- Moorehouse College* Atlanta, Nov. 19—Alabama State vs
finish in the National Associa- thern
Lane College* Jackson, Tenn
before
he
was signed to a Ga.
tion of Intercollegiate Athletics Chicago White Sox
contract Oct. 8—Savanah State vs Lane Home games will be played
(NAIA) •Tournament a t St. three years
ago,
and
at 8 p.m. at Rothrock Stadium
played College, Jackson, Tenn.
Joseph, Missouri.
shortstop for Douglass when
Oct. 22—Tuskegee Institute Homecoming game will be a
Lewis College of Illinois, Tate manned third base as a vs Lane College*
Jackson, 2 p m. at Rothrock.
which lost the championship yearling in 1962. Hendricks is, Tenn.
*SIAC Conference games.
game to Linfield College of
property of the Baltimore
Oregon, defeated Southern 7-6 orioles.
in the semifinals to eliminate PGA TOUR TOUGH
the Jaguars from the double eli-1 When Dave Dickson was in
mination small college tourney town to hel p Dr. Carey Middle.
The defeat was a tough one for icoff promote the Philadelphia
Coach Emory Hines and his Eagles-Chicago Bears August 6
young nine. "I thought we could meeting, I was able to corner
have played better than we the former National Open Golf
did," Hines remarked in a tele- Tourney winner and discuss
phone interview from his near- something
about
the
by Scotlandville home. Coach sport
which
requires . a c•
Hines was very pleased with the curacy and precision from tee
season performances of Walker, to green. Dr. Middlecoff concurwho is a junior, and Tate in red that the present PGA tour
only his first year of collegiate , needs some type of realigncompetition. Tate, who was onlment to give less fortunate
four championship teams while golfers on the tour a chance to
at Douglass, didn't break into share in big payoffs. He said
the Jaguar line-up until the that the idea of dividing the top
final ten games of the season money winners up and sending
but finished up hitting a torrid them to play in different tour.450. Ttate played secondbase naments was kicked out because
and hit in the third slot in the the sponsors of the tours want
Pszsinr,SP''
batting order. "He's the kind of all the name golfers that are
kid you like to have around," available to participate in each
071
Hines said.
tourney. Middlecoff, who watchWalker, a junior and one of ed his record broken by Bert
the best marksmen to prep in Yancey in the recent Memphis
the Bluff City, nailed down the lOpen, did think it was feasible
backstopping position on the for one of the big TV sponsors
All-Southwest team.
Walker Ito underwrite what would
pounded the ball for a respect- amount to some regional tourable .314 average. He went two neys that would bring revenue
for three in the losing cause to from more than one site.
Lewis. "We were better than
The golfing dentist pointed
those guys but we just let them out in his succinct manner that
get away," a dejected Walker there aren't many who are as
beamed upon being confronted consistent as Jack Nicklaus and
last week on the Southern cam- Arnold Palmer, and for many
pus. He pointed out how one of of the golfers the paychecks are
his teammates hit a n ap- few and far between. Middlecoff
parent inside the park homerun was in San Francisco last week
only to be ruled out moments for the National Open, one of,
later for not touching second in the PGA prestige events.

••-•

MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON

FRUIT'BRCOCKTAIL

Introduce
u opivw4 ite

ARMOUR'S
TREET

LUNCHEON
MEAT

SHASTA

49$
12 Oz.

K13ALf
IBAR-B-U SAUCE
18 07

33'

IPass Thief For '66
!Eagles Harness Top

Thirteen boys and three adult
leaders from t h e Chicasaw
council will be leaving Saturday,
July 2, 1966 for a three day
canoe trip down the White River
in Arkansas. The trip will begin at Bull Shoals rrservoir in
north-central Arkansats and proceed down the White River to
Batesville, Arkansas. The trip
will cover 115 miles. Travel will
be done by daylight hours only.

to the
Smooth Canadian,
Seagram'sV.O.

PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) —
Defensive back Nate Ramsey,
who led the Philadelphia Ea
gles in pass interceptions for
the past two seasons returned] CANADIAN WHISKY-A BLEND OF SELECTED WHISKIES 6 YEARS OLD 86.8 PROOF.SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO.V.C.
his signed contract for 1966 to ,
the Eagles Tuesday.

If you want
to keep
learning —

Here's a job where you're
learning every day. You
must, to keep pace withl
the fast growing industry of
information handling and
control. Better still, you
earn an excellent salary
while you learn.
You would start in a training program. You would
be taught how to install and
service IBM data processing
equipment. Later, you would
be assigned your own territory to handle. But that's
only the BEGINNING of
your education!
Throughout your career as a
Customer Engineer, y o u
would attend meetings and
classes to keep you informed
of latest technological advances This education prepares you for greater professional responsibility, too.
Customer Engineers average
more than a month each
year in IBM educational
programs.
What do you need to qualify' A mechanical aptitude
plus a good knowledge of
basic electronics. A minimum of two years of technical school (or equivalent
experience) . And an ability
to pet along well with
people,
If you're interested in a job
with continuing built-in educational and advancement
opportunities, write or call
for art appointment
Field Engineering Division
IBM Corporation
1 256 Union Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.
Ph.: 272-3031

_us

-41 2-16 Oz. LOAVES WHITE OR 1-24 Oz. WHITE
Or 2-16 Oz. LOAVES WHEAT BREAD
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchom iszcludrna
value of coupon tn•rchondi is (fresh milk products and
t000cco elso •scludisd in compliance with stot• low,
--"N One coupon per customs,. Coupon expires Wednesday,
Noon, Juk, 6.

r,----

No Payment 'Til .19- E.f: '66
Maytag Wringer

Maytag Wringer

Mayicag Halo of

LIBBY'S

WASHER

WASHER

HEAT DRYER

CATSUP

consider
becoming an
IBM Customer
Engineer

As Rims orporgurafey w,rripinser.

FREMMONTESI

BREAD

FRED MONTESI

.anrar••••.7,1

Scouts Make
Canoe Trip

• .•

20 0.7
Order by Phone
Immediate
Delivery
Big capacity round porcelain rub,
extra large wringer roll, I firm, I
flexible, adjust to all fabrics..
Sediment trap captures dirt, powerful agitator action.

Big capacity round porcelain tub,
extra large wringer roll, I firm, I
flexible, adjust to all fabrics.
Sedi meat trap captures dirt, power.
ful agitator action.

Maytag's Halo of Heat su.rounds
clothes with gentle even heat,
*riding hot spots. Big capacity
porcelain coo.ed drum won't snog,
zinc coated cabinet protected
against rust.

138

$88

$128
DEI07

W,nn Trede

WM% Trade

MAYTAG
DEPENDABILITY
but
6 great washe..s...with different features
all with the same famous Maytag dependability

kle•tal ieowndabdiry, for • Ia.-hada.,
Lw*. lead cepecity. Clorko•gyrefeenr wreaking action.
brialsanIng
ix.

A.102
Still in wooll.l.adtet <lees. 6 wash
,,d.., 7 •pasel• for all 4.5410.. Cold
ureter weak. Peres lei...morel fee end I d.

19

RED OR YELLOW

HAWAIIAN
PUNCH

PABST
BLUE RIBBON

3 LIMIT

460z
Can

.
28

BEER
POP TOP CANS

3 LIMIT
CTN.
0F6

DOMINO or
GODCHAUX

SUGAR

Lii

LB. 14
BAG 11'

So•c.el look cycle foe heavily •elled
r nrh•o. Febrle •Werthr disperr•er.
•
M.,errata, liatar level control.

••••01

With Coupon and $5.0
• , •.analourcnose, excluding
value of coupon merchanci.se (fresh mill, products
and tobacco olso excluded I n compliance with state
law). One coupon per customer. Coupon expires
Wednesdny Noon, July 6.

;.'
tOrWSWIrlieWirlel,

aerlt.s.•Ing wt..% 4.1 we.
,nn.tarl
seek cycl•.
in price. 7 savalia. Ha.
Irlater•d fill.
- Or, •eftenet

a/t2
Custom feervre,s. Pre-ereth and seek
circle Iv,* eviernetic advance,,.,o re•
•, stashing cycle. Attformetoc kleoch

r

'

Uthreete in washing ••••. Path 14.
batten in th,s elnantesed alleyteg that
reetek•• th• lead. end 10.41 weak... does
A* rest eureniatioally. Mow *oftener
▪ **ens or end sate men,c kir/rock dlepenser.

Starts as low as $1

A-I07

Both Stores Open 8 AM, to 9 P.M. Daily

NO
MONEY
DONth I

2

Phone 324-4406

R. 4i. Kinkle
L.. E. Gatlin
Illawry of Fro. Portray

SOFT Q'NAPKINS

PORK & BEANS

With Tr.

17CATI.
071

3431 Sesemer
.
4 +i...1 & totish.,4

1-10WROAT
200 COUNT PKG

APPUANCE C

WHITEHAVEN
4255 Hwy

SI S

alatreTtliosittenerstr

5 LIMIT 141
/
2.0z.

2gos

23'

ti

F°r
5

Phone 396-0995

SI 'I

a

to • a-.

•
p,•

•••

.

6., ....II,.

•a,

a

•
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DEFENDER

Eckert Visits
Dallas Area

ATHAWS

LISTED BELOW ARE 3,000 PREFIX-AND-NUMBER WINNING COMBINATIONS FOR THIS AREA! MORE TO COME!

GC
GO

GE
GF

TA
TB

IC
TD

TE
TF

TG
TH

TI
Ti

TK
TL

OIL da REFINING COMPANY
AMERICA'S LEADING ENERGY COM4411NY

TM
TN

TO
TP

TQ
TR

IS
TT

TU
TV

TW
TX

together with any of these numbers...
7347
1364
12099
i2S64
13086
13362
15666
17274
17621
26905
27065
36239
38824
42048
43674
44840
49491
49748
60890
61861
63954
65593
68044
68971

70624
71648
72977
73928
74107
77852
78253
78835
65549
87402
90930
94510
97039
47103
101313
104500
107578
110171
111546
116477
117750
118775
121333
122428

123583
124655
126447
126591
129287
129428
139884
143537
144499
,.1900
152299
154934
155631
157009
157120
165708
167906
169608
170941
171918
174095
174253
175821
175689

/81427
187477
192558
193612
197091
199486
202831
206280
209375
210179
214456
216918
217362
217655
220894
222442
223213
214443
229459
231714
236427
238440
239768
244817

246833
253026
255578
255672
257408
262380
263397
263554
263743
268043
271269
277240
278665
278982
286184
287611
289225
290520
291331
291792
293761
294982
298937
300934

303738
313969
315671
311101
321524
323848
324611
325831
326815
329073
332117
133757
336260
336417
339864
342802
345535
346157
347350
350320
350949
154435
355218
358591

434565
360210
435979
363247
439135
372971
385237
440621
385335
440821
387980
442616
388114
443123
451044
391588
391843
456837
398396
460232
460499
401510
461243
402788
401267
403882
404684
463436
406589
465313
466407
407790
409064
466592
409255
466826
413391
466953
473266
415708
474251
419685
420602
74
5:73
423003 :
425835
476656

479939 554308 616710
489381
555314 618980
490481
566118 620401
492506
569876 625518
496537 570346 626764
497841
570647 627731
497901
570867 630012
499082
570965 630644
500419 575162 633912
501575
576284 636145
508730
578463 636373
515324
580777 638131
520690
560779 638631
580947 640605
520447
586028 649770
522285
525923 593605 65710"
527017 596529 664961
529548 607523 665434
512024 608672 668375
512745 609642
669748
532846 610885
671631
675323
6
0'
5 675518
1'
Z;:::4 :r413
553797 615884
676064

679617
662555
686713
v31;1
81
7;
694275
696156
696440
696622
696760
697149
697700
699902
704167
706882
709558
709798
711914
716269
718620
720414
723174
725866
72643/

726596
727851
738482
742254

TEETHING PAIN

781710

;:7
3:::
801161
809484
.77:r7173
810504
743788 814584
743812
818524
746603 819741
750579
824200
750916
825030
629446
7::
7
832861
758292 836451
760838 846293
765956 846855
767301
647191
767948
773545
773667
774833
775690
776856
777555

you're already a winner!
To claim your prize—take your winning bill to any participatin
g Esso station before August 31, 1966.

In jell.

ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 171I BEAL STREET IA 6.5300

we

ora-jei

Booker Rice, Jr., special
agent of the Prudential Insurance Co.'s N. Loop Agency, 1
N. LaSalle St., will attend a
major company business meeting, the President's Club conference, June 28 to July 1 in
Minneapolis.
Other special agents from
North Loop Agency attending
along with Rice will be Edward Scheck, Miss Lorraine J.
Romay, and Jay Kuchel.
More than 50 outstanding
sales and sales management'
representatives from Prudential ordinary agencies in the

1

SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED

New liquid
ORA-JELsatelyendsteethIngpmn.JustapPly.pMn qliesaway."
Recommended by many
pediatricians, works fast...
results guaranteed or
money teck.Also available

!Prudential Agent
To Attend Top
, Business Meet

HUMBLE

If you have one of these letter groups...
GA
GB

LOAN UFFICE

nounced soon. In all there will be 6,000 bonus winners
just in this area. (All winning numbers will also be
listed at participating Esso stations.)

And you still have a chance to win one of the major prizes on July
31. So save this list and save yourTiger-Money.There are thousands
of chances to win, and all winning numbers will be posted at your
Esso station.

NEW LOCATION

DALLAS — (UPI) — Gen.
William D. Eckert, the comOver 15 Yrs. Experience
missioner of baseball, arrived
Tuesday on a goodwill trip to
a minor league stronghold and
FREE ESTIMATES
said it will probably be five
years before the major leagues
expand again.
Room Additions - Dens - Car"It's my desire to see that
ports - Driveways - Porches the fans' demand for major
Patios - Garages - Heating league baseball is satisfied,"
Storm Doors and Windows Eckert said. "Expansion in
Roofing - Ornamental Iron
baseball as in any other busiFences - Concrete.
ness is a logical development
SIDING
according to demand. If yw
ALUMINUM
want to narrow it down in
terms of years, I think five
PLASTIC
years would be the right time
BRICK
period for further expansion."
Eckert was met, by Lamar
MANY OTHER SERVICES
VISITS MEMPHIS—Mrs. Georgia Arnold of Denver, Colo.
Hunt, co-owner of the DallasFort Worth Spurs of the Texas
is pictured getting off an airplane at Memphis Metropolitan
BOSWELL HOME
League and the club's executive director, Dick Butler. Ec- Airport. Mrs. Arnold spent two weeks here visiting her son
IMPROVEMENT CO.
kert was invited to Dallas by
of
Jackson
the Spurs, who are seeking a
Licensed and Bonded
L.
Tommie
and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
major league franchise.
1546 Livewell Circle. Mrs. Jackson is a nurse. The family
410 MAR.IS
Eckert said he came to the
Dallas-Fort Worth area as part
South of Broad
Blocks
2
attends Columbus Baptist church.
of a policy to visit all minor
275-3369
league territories "to get their
views, to learn their problems United States will attend the
and to study their progress." conference and participate in
He said the major leagues
its advanced insurance sesmust not expand so fast as
sions. Sessions will be in the
to hurt the caliber of play.
"When major league ball Itadisson Hotel.
• comes to an area we want to
be sure it's major league callBARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
her," he said.

40.0'
4 4210isikuir.
3,000 bonus winners
in the Lucky
Tiger-Money Sweepstakes
Check your Esso Lucky Tiger-Money serial numbers
against the combinations below. There are 3,000
chances you've already won a prize-10 gallons of
Esso Extra! And another list of winners will be an-

OLD FRIEND

PEST
WI:DONATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Banded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARS
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

01. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7.4033

HELP WANTED
Can You Use More Cash?
are you a housewifei n need
of beautiful clothing and
money too Learn how you
can represent the latest in
fashions. Become A Beeline
Stylist.
Calf For An Appointment
Ph. 948-4391 or 942-0837

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEI
N
162-164-166 BEAU ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

JA 6-1450

Fairlline 500)
G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS SALE!

•••••==aill=

•

11E1.1' WANTED!
Qualified men and women are urgently needed to train for Data Processing Using IBM Equipment
HIGH PAY • SECURITY • OPPORTUNITY

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

S

CONVENIENT
TOCATIONS
w.f.!. 'VMS trall VOL
Oft 01•11/1001111. Al

At A Special Low Price

Have Something'
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?

For Fairlane's Sale of the Year

ONLY . . ..

Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do Itl

A vital need exists for competent
men and women to fill the
personnel shortage created by
the expanded use of IBM equipme-nt. In gosernment, science
and industry trained personnel
are in demand. As the installation of new equipment continues, the search for new people
LICCOMCS more critical.
Starting salaries for trained
personnel with ability are high.
Rapid expansion of IBM industry
provides unlimited athancement

opportunities.

If you want to do al your own shifting,
the 4-Weed
for you. Fairiane's optional 4-speed
manual transnissnon (smilable with V-I's) is fully
synchronized with
higher ausseritml ratio in fru gear. Gives
fast takeoff
from standing start. Floor-mounted shift
lever 'nu positive reverse-rear lockout

I.B.M. Key Punch — Individual Attention Session

FA1RLANES

PROGRAMMING IBM COMPUTERS

The "Computer Revolution" now
presents a once-in-a lifetime opportunitysweeping Am'-:a
for thousands of
alert and ambitious men and women
tunity to exchange dull, dead-end — a unique opporjobs
for fascinating,
high-pay new careers, programming
electronic computers.
If you are a high school
active, analytical mind, you can graduate, 17-45, with an
qualify for this fascinating
work.

For information on how you cart qualify for a career in Data Processing using I.B.M. equipment Call or Write

$5900

PHONE 526-0591

A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So . .
Come out to Herff on Summer today — It will only
take a minute to make your deal!

Street Address
ic

Home Tel. No.

FAIRLAWN

$5000
/ PER MONTH

DOWN

Nemo

City

FA1RLANES

CALL JA 6-8397

Naiseviotn training is necessary.

You may keep your pieW4 job
whiletraining to use IBM equipment. To meet the demancic of
industry and enable aualified neorle
to enter this field A T I has
arranged day, evening and
Saturday s lasses. If you are
working, a convenient schedule can
I e arranged for you.

Special with the Fairlane GTA is new Sport -Shift
Cruier-O-Matic Drive, which permits both manual
ad automatic shifting. For manual rear changing, move
shift lever back to Low (1) and upshift through 2nd
(2) and into High or Drive (D). For fully automatic
shifting, simply move lever to Drive and go!

Finance Plan lo Fit Everyone's rocket

AUTOMATION TRAINING INSTITUTE
378 BEALE, MEMPHIS, TENN.

2095

Zen.

Ais.

BETTER BUY AT

State

. Working Hours

1

HERFF FORD

0450 SUMMER AVE.

458-1151A

